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Special Edition
Take a peek into the past as our
special Homecoming insert highlights "Living the Classic Racer
Life."

Fifteenth closes doors
by Va n essa Chllde rs
Assbtant 1\cws Editor

Fifteenth & Olive will close it-;
door!\ for the final time Saturday
night.
Members of the Yate~ fami ly.
who own Fifteenth & Olive.
declined to comment about the reason for closing their restaurnnt.
However, Donald Guier, assistant
general council for the Kentucky
Revenue Cabinet. said there are tax
liens against Fifteenth & Olive and
members of the Yutes fami ly.

"There are records of judgement
liens, which means the Revenue
Cabinet has taken initiative and
issued tax liens, filed against
Thomas Yates, Jeff Yates and Lisa
Yates," he said.
Guier said state liens are generally for unpaid taxes.
"With it being a business, that
probably means there is some quarterly tax they must pay," Guier said,
"but with a lien. that means they did
not pay."
Antonia Andrus, deputy clerk for
the Calloway County Clerk's

Office. said a state tax lien was filed
against the busiaess Jan. 27. 2003.
Guier said a lien is an encumbrance against property created by
stature that creates a security interest in property owned by a delinquent tax payer.
Sarah Duncan, an employee at the
city clerk's office, said rumors of
the restaurant closing because of
delinquent tax payments to the city
are unfounded.
"As far as (the city of Murray) is
concerned, they don't have any
delinquent taxes,'' Duncan said.

Some student" were surprised to
learn the restaurant was closing.
Laura Obin, sophomore from
Dupo, Ill.. was in disbelief after
hearing Fifteenth was closing.
''Are you serious'!' Hare said.
'That's so upsetting."
Ashley Hare, senior from Henderson said she was upset when she
learned Fifteenth was closing.
'1'hat's just terrible," Hare said.
"It's a great place for students to
hang out."

Paul B.1kcr/The News

see FIFTEENTH I 3

Junior Bethany Walker and senior Teri Lovett, both from Paducah, enjoy the last days Fifteenth & Olive will be open.

Student
charged
with rape

Graduates plan·
Training School
class reunion
by Melissa Kilcoyne
Nt:ws Editor

....

Many elementary, middle and
high school students had the
opportunity to get a feel for the
college experience at an early
age by attending Murray Training School.
Students who ullendcd the
school said they were able to
take classes not available in surrounding schl>olo.;, such ns swimming. art, busine~s und orchestra.
" It Wlh an educational experience well ahead of its time."
said G\\ynn Kerns, Murrny
Training School alumna. "For
the '40s and •50s, it was just so
far ahead of ito; time. We were
exposed to art, hteraturc, drama.
We had an orchestra. which a lot
of schools still don't have."
The school is having its second c;choolwide reunion this
weekend at Homecoming.
Alumnus Jerry Shroat said
organizers plan to keep a log
book of those who allcnd and
separate it by graduation years.
"I'd be pleased if we had 100
people turn up and sign in,''
Shrol\t said.
Shrout said he used e-mail nod
the telephone to try and contact
all of those who graduated from
the training school.
"A lot of people (went to the
school),'' Shrout said. ''MSU
was a teacher's college, so you
could have student teachers, and
we had facilities of the college. I
had a Ph.D. teaching me in the
third grade. I've competed with
Ivy League schools in my work
life. and I've olways felt pre-

pared."
Alumnus Billie Joe Rayburn
said because the school was
small he became acquainted
with everyone there.
" f took a lot of business classes and art classes,'' Rayburn
said. ''You drew a lot from University resources in that classes
maintain close contact with former teachers and classmates."
Rayburn said he was also
taught by many student teachers
and wac; exposed to many teaching styles.
"We were able to use a lot of
th~ resources of the University
and the classes that weren' t
available at (other schools),"
Rayburn said.
Kerns said she appreciated the
opportunity she had to learn
from teachers with varying levels of education.
'There was only one class per
grade, so you probably spent
more time with those people
than anyone else in your life,"
she said.
Shrout compared his experience to that of a Northeastern
prep school and said he enjoyed
the small classes.
"I loved every minute of it,"
Shroat said. "I had swimming
classes in high school. r remember a lot of the student teachers I
had. I remember being shown
how to brush our teeth properly
in the fifth grade. You knew
kids going down four or five
grades."
Kerns said the school was
made up of lower- and middleclass students and was based on

see SCHOOL I 3

by Adam L Mathis
Online Editor
Tyler C. Webb, freshman from
Dover, Tenn., was released Wednesday on a $7,500 cash bond in connection with a reported rape in Han Col·
lege at 4:45 a.m. Oct. 10. He was
arrested ut 10:49 a.m. that same day.
"(Webb) just returned to campu~,"
University President F. King Alexander said. ''The decision is, he is going
to be asked to get his stuff and leave
campus until we get this thing cleared
up."
A preliminary hearing will be held
.for Webb at 10 a.m. Tuesday in Calloway County District Coun.
First-degree rape, according to
Kentucky Jaw KRS 510.040. is
engaging "in sexual intercourse with
another person by forcible compulsion" or engaging "'in sexual intercourse with another person who b
incapable of consent because he: I. Is
physically helpless: or 2. Is less than
twelve years old."
According to Murray State's Student Life Policies for 2003. sexual
harassment is delined, in part. as
"repeated and unwanted sexual
behavior involving physical contact."
Any instance of which "establish(es)
grounds for action:·
Don Robertson. vice president of
Student Affairs. said students who are
brought to trial . are not necessarily
expelled from Murray State. Disciplinary action is determined by the situation.
Said Robertson: "We are in the
process of investigating and trying to,
determine eltactly what occurred."

Erm Gilles/The News

Dana Phillips, junior from Murray, searches for her favorite mum at the recent flower sale,
which was hosted by the agriculture department at the Pullen Farm greenhouse.

Alumni Center location provides visibility
by Melissa Kilcoyne
t\ew:- Editor
Murrny . State's Alumni Center
was once ltx:<tted in a low profile
part of Spark· s Hall but has relocated to provide easier access and
allow a broader service to alumni
with avttilable meeting room~.
Patti Jones. as~ociate director for
Alumni Services. said the building
opened last September and has
since hosted receptions and meet·
ings which ullow a more personalized approach to event~.
"We had people in here last
weekend for a wedding reception
with some very young grads who
had been out just a year or two
years." Jones said. •·we had alumni
who attended that reception who
didn't even rcali1e that we had this
building, and they were just
impressed."
An alumni reception will be held
at Homecoming on Saturday. and
the building will be open from 9
a.m. to 2;30 p.m,
"It's ju'>t a come-and-go," she
said. "Pl·ople can come in, sign a
regi'>ter if they want. We've got
alumni decals (and) Homecoming

L

.._.

Rashod Taylor/The News
The Alumni Center is located on 12th Street in Murray. It will
be open for Homecoming Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
brochures."
A president's reception will be
held at the center Friday afternoon
before a reunion at 6:30 for the
194K football team. Jones said
memorabilia, such as the Tangerine
Bowl trophy and yearbooks, will be
displayed in a ca!'.e at the building's
entrance.
•·we can pay a lot of attention to

them," she saitl. "We've got a display case over there, and we can
tailor that to whatever group is
coming in. It's nice to be able to
personalite an event for whatever
group is coming in to campus. and
that's something we couldn't do at
the Curris Center."
Jones said the center's main
advantage over the old building

across from Sparks Hall is its
prominent, accessible location on
12th Street.
"Where the alumni offices were
located before, people could not
find us, and we had moved several
times," Jones said. "We were in
Sparks Hall, and then we moved
across to the old University Church
of Christ building, so we really didn't have any high visibility spot for
alumni to visit us when they return
to campus."
Jim Caner, vice president for
Institutional Advancement, said a
problem with getting the new alum·
ni building several years ago \\'US
funding. but University officials
encour.1ged the illea.
"Back in the 1970s, they talked
about the need to have a building or
house for alumni to come back and
visit, but there wus a problem with
getting funding," he said.
Jones said the Alumni Center
was built using only alumni and
private funds. <.~nd plans to expand
the building revolve around future
contributions.
"The lower level is not completed yet, so we'll get that completed
.... hen funds becume available.'' she

said. "Univcr::.ity fundo; were not
used. It was built by alumni for
alumni.''
A part of the alumni donations
came from a hrick program. Carter
said. The alumni association :sold
()30 bricks in varying sizes at S75,
$150 and $250.
"It will be the center point for
alumni at Homecoming," Carter
said.
Jone~ is unsure of when a lower
level to the building will be completed, but snid it will include extra
oftice space and a library.
"JuSt this past week or so, they
laid another section of bricks, and
I'm sure that there will be quite a
few people who will be coming
back for Humct:oming and looking
for their brkks,'' she !'aid.
The brkk walkway was dedicated at laM year's Homecoming.
Percy Belt. a 1973 graduate and
former president of the Alumni
Board, ~>aid the brick program
helped to vocalize the need for
alumni funds.
"People see the brich and make
a contribution to hdp the center,"

sec ALUMNI / 3
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Schedules
•
requtre
adviser
approval
by Melissa Kilcoyne
1'\C\\'S

Ethtor
A

Freshmen and sophomores are now':
required to meet with their advisers
prior to scheduling classes.
"Lr.st year. at the requec;t of advi~
ers, advising holds were put on freshmen, which prevented them from
scheduling," Registrar Donna Harris
said. "These holds have been
increased to the sophomore level
beginning this session."
Harris said the goal of the ne\1. hold
is to inerea~e retention rates.
"We are working to educate :;todents ubout their graduation requirements und status long before they get
surprised at graduation time," she
said.
Smetana Zbynek. assistant protessor of urt supports the requirement.
"It would seem to be more work for
the faculty, but ~tudents would make
better class choices," he said. "It can
only help to get them through thdr
years here more expediently."
Advising holds can be removed by
students' ndvisers through the PfN
system. Scheduling begins Nov. 7.

~---

__ _,

News Editor: Mdissa Kilcoyne
AssNant News Editor. Vane:.-;a Chikk.Ti
Phone: 762-4468
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Former Gov. Breathitt
dies at 78 years of age

•Police Beat

Former Gov. Edward T.
" Ned" Breathitt died at 11:51
p.m. Tuesday in Lexington.
The Breathitt Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville, which is
owned by Murray State, was
named in honor of him when it
opened in 1965.

VVednesda~~.8
12:59 a.m. A caller from Richmond College reported he was
concerned his roommate had
consumed too much alcohol.
Emergency Medical Services
responded but did not transport
the subject because the caller
advised he would supervise his
roommate.
11:58 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported his vehicle was
stolen from campus. A report
was taken, and the theft is currently under investigation.

Campus office sponsors
annual Homecoming run
Sponsored by the Office of
Campus Recreation, the 21st
annual Homecoming Run will
be held at 5 p.m. today.
The 5-kilometer race will
begin and end at the Carr
Health Building.
The sign· up fee is $20. T·shirts
are available to all participants,
and the University Bookstore
will present gift certificates to
winners.
For more information, phone
the office at 762·4458.

J

Thursday, ~- 9
7:50 a.m. A caller reported a

Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority and Sigma C hi fraternity work on their fl oat for the Homecoming parade.

Theatre department hosts

Seven finalists compete directing II class play
for 'Black and Gold' title
The 19th annual Miss Black
and Gold Pageant will be held
<~l 8 p.m. today in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center Performing Arts
Hall.
Admission is $5.
The contestants include: Jocelyn Thomas, sophomore from
Louisville; Jessica Stone, freshman from Ballard County;
Tamyra Greer. fre::.hman from
Pinhook, Mo.; LaTonya Choate,
freshman from Louisville;
Tiffany Murphy~ senior from
Bardstown; Cicrra Pickens,
freshman from Versailles; and
Launa Wood, freshman from
jackson, Tenn.

Secular Humanists club
to meet Monday night
The Murray State Secular
Humanists will meet at 7 p.m.
Monday in the Curris Center
Cumberland Room .
For more information, phone

t

~&

Ji
~!\l

The department of theatre
and dance will sponsor "There's
Something Funny Going On,"
the directing II class shows, Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m. in
Room 310B of Wilson Hall.
Admission costs $2.
For more information, phone
Courtney Winstead at 753-2487.

Foundation distributes
candidate infonnation
The
Family
Foundation
recently completed its Kentucky
Candidate Information Survey
and is distributing them
throughout the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
Un like voter guides, the KCJS
offers candidates a chance to
answer questions in their own
words.
For more informntion, visit
www.votekcntucky.us.

Station needs volunteers
for annual fund-raiser
WKMS, Murray State's public

rutas

Neat
1{epeats
Consignment

radio station will host its on-air
fund-raiser from Oct. 16 to 25.
WKMS needs volunteers to
answer phones during the
drive.
'
For more information, phone
Angie Kimbro at 762·4748.

Symphonic ensemble
presents annual concert
The Murray State Symphonic
Wind Ensemble will present its
annual fall concert at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in Lovett Auditorium.
This will be the ensemble's
first performance of the year.
Fl)r more infonnation, phone
the department of music at 7624288.

VVeekend events feature
Homecoming parade
The
2003
Homecoming
parade will begin at 9:30 a.m.
downtown and end at the cor·
ner or 15th and Main streets.
For more information, phone
the SCA office at 762·6951.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Vanessa Childers, assistant news
t•ditur.
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Fomuil Wem, Umousinn and VllltS

Show your student 1.0.
and get our pizza
buffet for only $3 .99!

for the month of September, 2003!
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Complete Fomud Wear Headqutzrters

MSU 1.0. NIGHT.

s 17,589 HITS

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
C ALl 753·8084

SHOW YOIII MSU I.D. ON MON.· THURS.
l m • FOR THE ClllD'I PIJCE.
MUST HAVE MSU 10 FOR DISCOUNT

Monday Nights are

1:15 p.m. A caller from the
amphitheater reported excessive
noise in the area. An officer
advised the noise was not excessive.
2:45 a.m. The Murray Police
Department advised Public Safety to be on the lookout for a runaway juvenile.
12:37 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to a subject for
driving with expired license
plates.
1:29 p.m. A caller reported his
Great Dane was missing. He
asked officers to phone him if the
dog was found.
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1:20 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported the east elevator was not working properly.
Central Plant was notified.
7:47 p.m. An officer at the Exposition Center advised the fire
alarm was activated because a
bull ranpned into the pull sta·
tion. A University police officer,
the Murray Fire Department and
Central Plant respond('d.

Tuesday, ~- 14

RENT YOURMOVIES AT THE MOVIES

For Showlimes. Call:
153-3314

605 S. 12th St. • Murray
Men • Women • Children

_
Not good with any
804 Chestnut St
753 66 56
other offer
MURRAY
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Saturday, Oct. 11

two children. The officer found
the children near the northwest
comer of Roy Stewart Stadium.

vehicle in the College Courts
parking lot had a broken win· Sunday, Oct. 12
dow. The vehicle's owner 9:14 a.m . The Obion County
advised he knew about the dam- Sheriff's Office asked Public
age.
Safety to be on the lookout for a
11:02 a.m. The Marshall County possible stolen tractor. Officers VVednesda~Oct. 15
Sheriff's Office advised Public were advised.
8:30 a.m. Callers reported they
Safety it was searching for a 9:24 p.m . A caller from Clark were stuck on the fourth floor in
missing person.
College advised his vehicle was a Faculty Hall elevator. Facilities
12:17 p.m. A caller reported an damaged sometime during the Managl'ment was notified, and
animal in the emergency stair- weekend. An officer took an the subjects were rescued.
well of the Doyle Fine Arts Cen· accident report.
11:07 a.m. An individual fi led a
ter. Facilities Management was 11:13 p.m. A caller from College complaint on Hughes Street that
notified.
Courts reported his bicycle was a dog sounded like it was in
11:07 p.m. An officer advised stolen. A report was taken.
pain. Calloway County Animal
two subjects were fighting near
Control was notified.
Fifteenth & Olive. The fight was Monday, ~. 13
5:51 p.m. An alarm in the Clara
over upon Murray Police 12:45 a.m. A caller from Hart Eagle Art Gallery was activated.
Department arrival.
College reported an assault. The . The doors were found unsecall was related to the 4:45 a.m. cured, and the director was notified.
Friday, Oct. 10
entry on Friday.
8:19
p.m. A residence director
4:45 a.m. A caller from Hart Col- 5:04 p.m. A subject was stuck in
requested
Emergency Medical
lege reported an · altercation an elevator on the fifth floor of
Services
at
Clark College
between two subjects. The resi- Hester College. A University
because
the
resident
had been
dence director on call notified officer was d ispatched to the
drinking
alcohol
and
was susthe Housing Office. A sex· scene, and Central Plant was
offense report was taken, and the advised. Officials from Central pected to have taken drugs. EMS
was dispatched, but the subject
s ituation is currently under Plant freed the subject.
was not transported.
investigation.
5:56 p.m. A caller from Winslow
10:24 a.m. John D. Hitt, a nonstu- Dining HaU advised a female
dent, was arrested at the Region· was sleeping on the steps to the Racer Escorts: 3
al Special Events Center for traf- hall. She was advised she could M o torist Assists: 3
ficking marijuana, possession of not sleep on the steps and moved
a concealed weapon, attempted from the area.
Police Beat is compih•d by Vanessa •
theft from a vehicle and posses· 11:16 p .m. An officer at the Childers, assistant 11cws editor, with
Regional Special Events Center information provided by P11blic
sion of tools used in burglary.
10:49 a.m. Tyler C. Webb, fresh- assisted a man looking for his Safety.

Mat1a Barnard/7he News

Ann CautreJI at 759·3437.

man from Dover, Tenn., was
arrested for first-degree rape.
5:01 p.m. Tyler C. Webb was also
charged with possession of alcohol by a minor.
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Fifteenth:

School:

•'

Alumni plan second class reunion

•

Tax debt may point to eatery's demise

From Page 1

From Page 1
Obin said she loved the
atmosphere of the restaurant
and its chicken strips.
"1 only go there once or
twice a month now, but I
went a lot more last year,''
Obin said.
The Yates family ha~
owned Fifteenth & Olive for
nearly five years.
"We hate to lose them as a
good restaurant in Murray,"
said Lisa Satterwhite, assis-

tant director of the MurrayCallaway County Chamber
of Commerce.
Finding a new job after
Fifteenth & Olive closes is a
priority for junior Tim Johnstone, junior from Louisville.
Johnstone is a dishwasher
for the restaurant.
''I've only worked there
for three weeks about six
hours a week," Johnstone
said "I'm not even on the

payroll."
Johnstone said his employer did not explain why he ill
closing the business.
"No one even told me it
was closing," Johnstone said.
"I found out when 1 saw the
sign (in the front of the build·
in g)."
Johnstone hopes to get a
job as a security guard for the
residential colleges after Fifteenth closes.

n zoning o;ystem.
" I would have . gone to a
rurul school. but my father
changed the entrance to our
farm, so I could go to that
sc.:hool." Kerns said. "The
e4uivalcnt of it would have to
be in a really selective
school.''
Shroat .said getting people
from Murray to attend the
reunion event is the key to its
suc.:ccss. He said planning
began on the event four

Tung Dinh. part owner of
the ~lfteenth & Olive building. said he was tolu lust Friday that the restaurant was
going out of business.
Dinh said he would like to
see another restaurant move
into the building after Fifteenth closes.
"Jt's so convenient for stu·
dents to walk across campus
to grab a quick lunch," Dinh
said.

Alumni:

Company edits campus movies
by Mellssa Kllcoyne
N<.>w •.;

Editor

, As students tune in to see
their favorite movie on Channel 95, they may notice a
change because some movies
are currently edited for content.
Neil McMillion, assistant
director of residence education. said the movies are
shown on the <.:hannel in the
format they arc received, but
new movies are not being
received edited.
"We are the first college
campus to have the digital
format of the movies." he
said. "When digital format
for the movies first came,
they were i11 the hospital, and
in the hospital, they wanted to
show edited movies."
, McMillion said after the
technology moved to airlines,
fewer movies were edited.
This resulted in a some
movies being edited in the
company's library and other's not.
"The library of digital films
is still getting bigger and bigger," McMillion said. "We're
still going to get some of
those edited movies, until the

library gets large enough. It
ultimately starts with the film
companies and what they
send (our provider)."
Chris Rozier, senior from
Jefferson City, Mo., said he
would watch unedited movies
more often.
"I don't think they should
(edit them) at all, especially if
they're going to be inconsistent and edit some and not
others," Rozier said.
Residential College Asso·
c1atton President Kyser
Lough said even though some
movie choices still will be
available to the committee in
an edited format, they will
now know which are edited
and which are not.
.vrhey're making the shift
where the movies they're
receiving are going to be
unedited, and from this point,
we've asked them to tell us
when the movies are edited
and when they're not, so we
can decide if it's really worth
getting a movie if it's going
to be edited," he said.
Brittney Graves, freshman
from Paris, Tenn., said it does
not. make sense to show edited movies.
''I'm not going to say

everyone in college is a
mature adult, but if you don't
want to listen to that kind of
language or see some boo·
bies, then turn it off," she
said.
Lough srud no one knew
the movies would be edited
·
until they were aired.
"I think it's kind of shady
that we didn't know which of
the movies were going to be
edited when they came in
because we had no idea." he
said. "I understand because
we're the first to use the digital technology. and it's been
on airplanes and places where
tbey wanted it edited,"
Danielle Parker, senior
from Evansville, Ind., said
she was involved in the decision as to whether the movie
channel came to the University and was not pleased with
the results.
"I think they're treating us
once again like we're in high
school," she said.
Lough said if future edited
movies air. a disclaimer will
notify students.
"We're college students
now. We're not in kindergarten anymore," he said.
"We don't need censored

New facility allows
· alumni, local events
From Page 1

San it SopitgirapasVThe News

movies coming through."
Parker suggested mnl.:ing
all movies uneditetl and giving a greater variety.
"They play the same
movies over and over again,
and I don't think It's worth
the money we dished out,''
she said. "I thought it was

CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR Going The
Voted Best
Auto Repair Shop
2 Years In a Row

months ago.
parade every year.
Ray bum said his senior year
''There were no years I didwas his most memorable, and n't enjoy it. and 1 made friendhe plans to attend the reunion ships which lu-.ted until
to reunite with people from today," Kerns said. "Most of
his class and other classes.
my friends and many teachers
"I'm really looking forward have stayed in touch. One of
to seeing everyone," he said. the main purposes of (the
"As a small school. you knew reunion) is to locate people, so
a lot of people in other classes, we are going to reconnect, but
and a reunion with everyone we are also going to have a
will be great."
book there they can sign, so
Kerns said the school made ' we can update people's
a noal for the Homecoming addresses.''

Distance

going to be an ail-day thing,
and when we got the schedule. i1 smprised me because
I'm never in my room at
those times, and I wmed on
one. nnd it was edited, so I
just turned it off. I could go
and rent it and get the full
affect."

Strive to be the best you can be. You may collect
some trophica along the way, but your true reward is
participating. At Huddle House, we're going the dis;.
lance 10 JiVe OUr CUStOtnerlllhc n·ry best in quality,

i

he said. "I encourage people to
still buy them."
Last spring the Alumni Cen·
ter hosted a reunion for 50year graduates at the building,
and for the first time. invited
graduating l;eniors to join
them, Jones said.
"We've always had their
events at the Curris Center,
which is a wonderful facility,"
she said. "It's very user-friendly. It's very pretty, but there's
a lot of hustle and bustle going
on at the Curris Center, and we
felt that we could do the 50year grads more justice if we
could have it at a location that
would be more personal. "
Jones said the center plans to
continue this event every
spring and allow the two
groups of alumni to share
memories of Murray State.
"It was nice to see older
alums interact with newer
alums, and it was just really
nice to see how they mixed and
talked," Jones said.
Belt said the new alumni

speak."

Mi

flavor, frcahncsnnd service,
At Huddle ffoWl<l ~arc #I.

building was everything he
hoped it would be.
"It's JUSt a nice facility, nnd
it's just a focus of Murray
State when you come in to the
campus,'' Belt said. "We
couldn't have dreamed of a
better place thun what we've
gotten."
Belt said when phmning for
a new center, the Alumni
Board first looked at renovating the old center, but building
codes made that nearly impossible.
"Anytime (alumni nre) vn
campus, we'd like to encourage them to come by the Murray State Alumni Center," he
said.
Jones said the center can
help answer alumni questions.
"When people come back 10
campus, if they ha\·e nny que);tions, they can ask us, and gcn·
erally we can find out what
they want, and we can give
them an answer." she said.
"We direct tmffic, so to
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Alumni
appreciate
TRINK
new gate

Do you believe in ghosts?
Why or why not?

Alumni returning for the
weekend wcr~ pleased to find
a major improvement in earnpus security.
"Set:ing the new gates and
fences in plac·e really pleased
rne," Anne Jcrrcl. a 1960
gralluatc from Big Sandy,
Tenn ., said. " When I was un
undergrad, we didn't have
that kind of protection."
Jerrel ~aid many !>Chools
are not so well equipped to
protect the1r students. She
suid she has not seen n univt::r·
sity so prepared for hattie.
"With the giant gates at Fifteenth and Olive streets and
the position ot the Fine Arts
Building. the Univer:.ity could
fend off an attack of several
Mongol bands or a few small
dragons with much success."
she :;aid.
Jerrel satd when she was at
Murray State, no such such
defense measures were in place.
In fact. Jerrel was once a victim of a plunder and
pillage by a band of "land pirates" who took her
lunch money, cheerkading sweater and picture of
her sorority sisters.
"They ravaged my dorm and took all my important belongings." she said. "And they smelled
foul.'' •
She said she was pleased to see the University
had taken steps to prevent this and other types of
auacks on today ' s students.
"Today's c;tudents aren't prepared for such
attacks like we were back in I 960," she said. "They
need protection, and this University has met their
needs.··
James "Shaggy" Hendrick. a 1970 graduate, said
he was pleased to see the fences along Highway
641.
"I also think this discourages people from wan dering into campus," he said. "We don't want anyone not involved with Murray State's government
secrets snooping around the stadium."
Hendrick said the fences also protect students.
'The fences not only keep pc:ople out. they keep
people ln," he said . "Now Freshmen Orientation
lc<lders can sufely watch their students play without
the fear of them getting run over by rhe heavy truffic on Highway 6-ll."
Hendrick said this is important because many
freshmen. once left to play and graze in lhe grassy
areas between the stadium and the highway. will
bolt and not be caught before they reach the high·
way.
"We lost u few good kids back in my day due to
the traffic." Hendrick said. "They just don't understand how dangerous it can be."
Other alumni, such as Peggy Bubbleyum. a 1964
graduate, saill that she was interested in seeing
more campus impw\'ements.
"Really. I think a giant bubble all over the University would not only be an attractive addition, but
something the University should look into," she
'aid. "It not only will improve retention. but will
al so keep students on campus for the weekend."
Some alumni also remember when times were
not so safe, and they had to come to the front lines
to defend tht: campus.
"I was only a freshman when the Mongoh
attacked." said Jerome Highland. a 1956 graduate.
"We used slingshots and catapults to defeat them.
"Kids today don't know how easy they've got it,
wtth these high-tech gates and pretty white fences.
College used to be a training ground thut made boys
into men. Now it's all about academics."

"I don't because
my religion says
that I should not
believe in
ghosts."
FideM\ Muuka
sophornoft, zambia

"Yes, because I
like the possibili~
ty (that ghosts)
exist."
Erica Grab
sophomOte, Chester, Ill

"Yes, I think that
there arc worlds
other than our
own.''
Manami Nibci
freshman, Japan

"Yes, because I
like being
spooked."
Jan llnenfdser
senior, Highland, /R.
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SGA: Bad bands
equals low tu~nout
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THE STUDENT
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ASSOCIATION MAY
CONSIDER NO
LONGER HOSTING
CONCERTS
BECAUSE OF LOW
STUDENT
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POSITION:
SGA CONTINUES
TO BRING IN
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STUDENTS ARE
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are brought in every semester. while
a number of popular genres continue
to be overlooked.
Rather than doing away with concerts allogethcr. SGA should look to
diversify the types of bands brought
Monday. Murray State experi- to Murray State.
Then, if those options seem to
enced yet another concert with a low
turnout when less than 2,000 indi- have a similarly low appeal, perhaps
viduals attended the Student Gov- SGA should consider bringing in
ernment
As soc iat ion-sponsored one or two bigger. more expensive
Fuel concert.
bands rather than a number of
After a series of concerts with rel- cheaper, less popular groups.
atively low attendance during the
Entertainment and social activities
past three years. including Dogstar, are an important part of college life,
StrQke 9 and K-Ci & Jo Jo, SGA especially in a town as small as Murmay consider no longer bringing ray.
concerts to Murray State because of
Therefore. if the University hosted
more popular acts, a greater number
lack of student support.
And while the lack of participation of prospective students might he
in University-sponsored events is more attracted to Murray State.
often blamed on students leaving
One of the great things about SGA
town on the weekend or simply is every year new representatives are
being apathetic, in the case of con- voted in with new perspectives and
. certs, we think there is a bigger issue fresh ideas.
,
Thus, we don't understand why
that starts with concert organizers.
Semester after semester, SGA the same promises, such as the ideas
brings in more "one-hit wonders" we hear of surveying students in the
with relatively small followings that Curris Center or online about their
students aren't willing to pay $10 to concert preferences, are continually
attend, rather than bands with a mul- broken.
SGA is reportedly once again dis~
titude of well~known songs.
Although we understand that as a cussing the creation of a survey to
relatively small school. Murray lind out what bands students want to
State doesn't have the money to see at Murray State. We hope they
bring in huge names, even with the follow through with the idea.
low funds we do have, better choic~
If SGA informed students of bands
es could be made.
it could afford, then allowed them
After all. it seems the same type of the opportunity to choose, it seems
mediocre, semi-heavy rock bands fair to say attendance will improve.
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"The Murray State News• offers a hands·
on learn1ng enwonment for those students
interested In journalism or other fields relat·
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lt'o; almost overwhelming and
hard to believe that Lhis Saturday.
amid all the Homecoming hoopla
and celebration. Murray will say
goodbye to a dear old friend.
Fiftecmh & Olive Restaurant
will close its doors for good that
night. How do you say goodbye to
a place that's been so productive
and o;u~h an integral part of the
college experience fM so many
who have come and gone in Murray'?
The news was given to us last
Wedne~day evening.
Whiskey Dickens. a Jo~al band,
was playing out:-.ide, and Fifteenth
& Olive .seemed more alive than
ever.
Jeff Yates. one of the bar's managers, personally informed me of
the dectsion. A~ he :-.poke to me

.......

te

with saddened eyes. I remember
thinking, "This is the first har to
ever open in Murray. and now it's
the first bur to close."
[ will forever miss the good
times I've had ut the establishment. I've gone through years of
ups and downs with the restaurant.
Definitely more ups. I huve to
admit.
For me, it's like losing un old
friend. Several of us regulars
refer to Fifteenth & Olive as the
"Cheers" of Murray. The staff has
always been kind, and they take
an interest in the costumers on a
personal level.
To Tom, Elaine, Jeff und Lisa, I
want to give you each a personal
thank you. You stood up f~lr those
of us who believe in the social
atmosphere of this town when no

one else would.
For those of us who love our old
My band and I also thank you friend Fifteenth & Olive. we will
for allow111g us to entertain Mur- nnxiously awalt the next establishray. whether outside for the world ment to take over the precious corto hear or inside in the intimate ncr spot. Rut for now, let us all
selling or the bar area.
look back, retlect a bit and celeI wa~ honored to he asked to brate the good times we had. I
write th1o; article for "The Murray think that it'.;; much better this
State News" because I think it is . way than lObe sad. It's the way or
very fitting for me, a person who life.
hns been a fixture in Fifteenth &
Goodbye. Olive.
Olive, to have the opportunity to
Murray State University and the
say goodbye.
city of Murray will miss you
I will look back tm the yeurs of always!
its success and smile because Fifteenth & Olive was a second home
for me us well a!. for many others
here in Murray.
What now? I gues!> we all move
on. I'm sure the fumily will find
other business ventures and other Strphen Kune is a senior music
ways to prosper in this town .
major from L<!Ui.ll'llle.
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Soap operas
offer escape,
entertainment
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In My

Opinion

TAYLOR
EWING

"I CAN
ALMOST
GUARANTEE
THAT NO
MATTER HOW
HECTIC A DAY
I'VE HAD, MY
BLOOD
PRESSURE HAS
DRAMATICALLY
DECREASED
AFTER ONE
SHORT HOUR
WITH THE
GREATEST
SHOW ON
DAYTIME, AND
MAYBE EVEN
ALL OF
TELEVISION,
'G ENERAL
HOSPITAL.'"

I don't care whut anyone snys. Long-lost evil twins.
commg back from the dead and building weather machines for global d~>mination aside. soap operas
ure not a waste of air space!
They do serve u purpose, and I am here to prove it.
Sure the scripts are cheesy and unre~listic. There's
better acting on ..Jerry Springer;· and the director is
simply there to guide the actors in staring dramatically
into the camera. But so what'? It's not supposed to be
quality pr~>gmmming, and they're not trylllg to win an
Academy Awunh. They're simply trying to entertain,
and that's exactly what they Jo.
Soap opcms arc not mcunt to teach anything or culture audiences in any way. You're not e\cn supposed to
come away with more brain cells than what you started
wirh. Rather. snap operas arc an escape from the reality
we endure all day long, nnd 1 personally think that is n
service we wke for granted.
Some people say they don't understand how reasonable. mtclligent people can stand to watch soap operas.
But I'd take d.1ytirne drnmas over prime-time programming any dny.
After all, doesn't everyone have those d:1ys when
you're so busy and stressed out that when you finally
get the chance to go home and relax. you can't'! All you
want to do is stop thinking for an hour or two, but your
mind refuses to slow down. In these instances. nothing
is more mmd numbing than 41 soap opera.
I can almost £Uarantce that no matter how hectic a
day I' v~ had, my blood pressure has dramatically
decreased afler one short hour with the greatest show on
daytime. and maybe even all of television, "General
lll!spit:tl."
Who wants to watch bloody. depressing hospital dramas with peorrle dying all over the plac.:e"! Or police
shows with rape and murder :md other horrific storylines? We're bombarded wtth those realtties every day
when we watch the news, nnd I, for one, don't want to
see any more
1hat thnn I have to.
When people die on '\Oap operas, however, they're
never really gone. They pwbably just faked their own
death and went into hiding or were ktdnapped and
bwinwnshed and nre living hnppily somewhere else.
And if they really do die, then there's always the pos·
sihility of a long-lost twin or someone who just really
looks like them showing up in town.
Ju~t the other uay on ''General Hospital," one of the
charocters was inches from death. :~o much so tliat she
mamcd her boyfriend in her hospital bed just to make
him feel better, only to be mir<~culously brought to life
by 11 drenm of ki:;sing the man with whom she really
h1vcs.
E\en though she spent weeks with only a matter of
days. if nnt hours. left to Jive, I. as a -;easoned soap fun,
didn't worry for a minute.
Still. I know what you're thinking. you know fllr a
fuel you·d neH·r like a soap opera. Perhaps you think
)'I)U'Ic too educated and mature to enjoy it. or maybe
you're womcd what kind of person you would be if you
actually liked a soap opera. but let me ask yqu this:
Have you ever honcsrly given a soap opera a chance?
And isn't part of being a mature and educated person
trying to have ~111 open mind·!
So pur your judgments astde and sit down \\ith a ~oap
opera. My recommendation is, of cour.,e, "General Hospital'' on ABC .M,1nday through Friday at 2 p.m., with
encore c;howings at 9 p.m. and 2 a.m. on the Soap Network.
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Commentaries often ignore
positive qualities of Murray
In My

Opinion

or

j OE BILL
SCHIRTZINGER

" I THINK A
LOOK AT THE
POSITIVE
POINTS OF
MURRAY IS IN
ORDER SIMPLY
IN THE
NAME O F
OBJECTIVITY."

Taylor £::wing is the opinion ediror for "?he Murray
Stare New.1."

As humans. we all have a tendency to look ar
things through a perceptual lens that is indubitably
skewed in such a way as to high light that which is
negative.
"Sure," we may say. "It is a nice day. but the sun
is so garish. Curse that life-giving star."
Our propensity to find the negative is a penchant
with which we are loath to depart. So, bearing this
in mind. I thought I' d extemporarily rattle off a list
comprised of something nearly bordering on the
macabre. Yes, I'm going to discuss ..Things I LIKE
About Murray State!"
I know what you're thinking. Has he lost it? Is he
taking some new trendy upper that I should know
about'! Did he find Jesus? I heartily answer "No!"
to all the above. although I'm fairly certain I might
have seen Jesus in the form of a Gideon the other
day brandishing a New Testamenl in my genera l
direction.
I think a look at the positive points or Murray is
in order simply in the name of objectivity.
The first positive thing that leaps to mind about
Murray State is that we have an extremely nice
renee and extremely nice landscaping. I'm not saying that to be facetious. We actually do have nice
landscaping - in fact, I'm sure that our fe nce and
landscaping is enviable to the likes of Western
Kentucky University. After all, do they have a really nice fence around their school? I bet not.
Hmm. What else? Ah. Some of our professors,
and I do emphasize some, actually do cure about the
quality of education students get. For every negative interaction I' ve had with a given professor.
I've probably had a good-to-mediocre experience
with another.
That's pretty surprising given the characteristics
that are likely to make good professors and even
more surprising when it comes to those professors
with those characteristics who actually apply to
Murray State.
Diffusion. That's another plus. I've encountered
successful Murray S tate graduates in many differ-

ent sector~. Recently I was at a public school in
Nashville. Tenn., that had n teacher who gruduared
from Murray. Many business managers I've met
have degrees from Murmy as well.
More personally. my girlfriend. who completed
her degree in communications at Murray State.
works for Pfi1.cr as a pharmaceutical rcpresentath•e.
Murray State grnduates are going places after all, it
would seem. Yeah. I know, some of them work at
gas stations, hut we are being positive here. remember?
Really catchy. watty slogan. OK. so I actually
hate this slogan. I've been repressing my anger for
so long nnw thut thi~JUSt kind ofsnud: ')ut.l'a'>ist;
Then; is no sense/¢ in ,\tabbing, er ... qu1tting.
On the bright side. the slog:.1n does not wurd off
the heaniest of souls who cnn wilhsw.nd g.t:.rmg at
its uwe-mspiring words. This IS n definite sen ice to
the student body.
Tuition. Yes. it is expensive, hut it isn't n:- c.-...pensivc as other colleges. Considering the 1wteutial
linancial gains made with the cnmpleuon of a
degree. rhe cost is more than affordable.
Ho\\<ever, J'm not sure that Murray State's advertisement of "best value" is really u good wuy to persuade potentiul studenrs. It reminds me of grot·ery
shopping and buying Best Yalue-brund good~
because with a name hke ''Besr Value," hov.- can
you go wrong?
Yes, Murray State does hnve room for improvement. and yes. soon I will be bnck to normal nnd
wi II subsequcnrly revert hn~.:k to regaling cac:h of
you with my tales of ·'Things l Don't Like About
Murray," but let it be generally known to the masses that there are things which may seem fleeting
thnt I do actually like about Murray. Now, about
that parking ...

Joe Bill Schirtzinger is a sophomore p.rychology
major from Prim·Non.

lobal ••
Italian art, food, atmosphere impresses student
El'ery ·'<'llll!.lter. do~ens of Murray State ,1/tttlents lam·e their
Jamilie.1 . .friends w1tl routine.,
behind to exp!•ricnce life 111
anotl11~r country. Each week,
Going Glohal chrmucles the
exp,·rience of one Murmy State
.wull•nt .11wlying abroad.
Ah. I tal). Where should
begin?
There is the culossal piaua
and ba-.iltca or St. Peter's in
Rome. which arc quite ethercul
and humbling.
There nrc the ,orr. rolling hilh
and vinc):trds of Tivoli, and a 111
tie p<~sl rhat is the dreamlike city
of fountain'\, the Villn d'bte.
If ynu ht.:ad north to the
Meditcnanean coast. where the

.,oft. s\\eet brec7,e waft" seagulls
in like living kircs, you will find
the Cinque Terre Cliter~llly. "the
t i\ e towns.. 1. renowned for liS
wonderful hiking o;poh nnd :.himmenng emerald coves.
AmJ we mu.;tn't forget nbout
Florcnce, with its towering
Duomll, mcsmeri.ring sunsets.
nnd the most surb,fying collecllon ot an in the world.
If 11 rsn't apparent yet. Italy has
chungcd my life.
I always had 1dca~ about what
l:.ur,1pe would be ltke. and I
ah\ a)" had .1 feeling thnt Italy
'' ns t'Otng to be the first pluce I
\\<lUid \ i~it

I knew it "as gotng to somehow alter Ill) stttte of mind .1nd
perception lor the better.

I Wu); right, but
htlW right I was.

I had no idea

lwly is a smorgusbord for the
sense,. The art. the beautiful language, the food.
Oh. the food! rrorn the heavenly piua margarita to the treasure
tmvc of pastus and cheeses, there
is no b..:uer food on Earth.
When you're swnding by the
ri"er Arne in Florence, watching
the ~unset with a hnt tomato and
mouarella punini in your hand.
having juq finis l1cd seeing all or
Rotticclli's most famous painting~>. you know you're in rhe
right place.
And now for my closing
words: G•> overseas if you
haven't been yet!
I can't believe I was living in

such oblivion before. There is
another wurld out there, and you
must see it as soon as possible.
If you have the means, the time
and the desire. go. Go right now.
Th1s was one of the best decisions I've ever made.

Jeremy Martin i.\' a sophomore
art major from Roma. Ga.

Jeremy Martin (right) and
friend. Lauren J ames, p o se
in front of St. Martin's in
Venice
whil e
study in g
a broad in Ita ly with the Kentucky Instit ute for International Studies last summer.
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Approximately 11,000 use
homeless shelters in Louisville

Labor disputes strike
Southern California

LOUISVILLE (AP) - Nearly 11,000 people
used the city's homeless shelters last year,
according to a study released by homeless
advocates.
"The count, frankly, is staggering," said Judy
Levey, executive director of the Homeless and
Housing Coalition of Kentucky.
Levey said Tuesday that the problem in
Louisville is "far greater than in any other area
of the state."
The more than 10,800 people using homeless
shelters last year was roughly equivalent to the
entire city of Shelbyville or Bardstown, according to the study released by the Coalition for
the Homeless.
The report is the first in Jefferson County that
attempts to accurately count people who used
homeless shelters and services, such as soup
kitchens, during a year, said .Marlene Gordon,
the coalition's executive director.

LOS ANGELES (AP} - Labor
disputes roiled Southern Califor·
nia, leaving hundreds of thousands of commuters stranded,
grocery shoppers inconvenienced and county jails and
courts threatened with closure.
The strike by the Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority
entered its second day Wednes·
day, stalling the nation's thirdlargest mass-transit system.
Some 2,000 MTA mechanics
walked out, with an additional
6,000 bus drivers and clerks honoring their picket lines.
In another dispute, 219 out of
the 343 Los Angeles County
sheriffs deputies who provide
security at jails ca11ed in sick
Wednesday morning to protest
stalled labor talks, said deputy
Bill Spear, a sheriffs spokesman.
The deputies have had sporadic
sickouts over the past three
weeks, forcing officials to curtail
some court activities.
Meanwhile, 70,000 grocery
derks from three chains - Kroger
Co's Ralphs, Safeway [nc.'s Vons
and Albertsons Inc. -began their
fourth day on the picket lines in
Southern and Central California
on Wednesday with no sign of a
new contract.

LEXINGTON (AP) -City employees who
signed up for domestic partner health benefits earlier this year soon might no longer
-' have that option, i( a Tuesday vote by the
Lexington-Fayette Urban County Council is
any indication.
The council voted 10-3 with one absten·
' tion to place an item on a future agenda that
would deny the extension of health insur• ance benefit coverage to domestic partners·· same sex or opposite sex - of city employ(. ees.
The proposal must have two readings in
.• front of the council before a final vote is
• • taken. The second reading li~ely will take
place Nov. 6.
,
The vote was the latest development in a
: battle over domestic partner benefits that
"•' hds included a council moratorium, a mayoral veto of the moratorium and council
\ ,. override of the veto.
Those voting against domestic partner
1•
,.. benefits have raised issues of money and
• morality and complained about Isaac's han: • dling of the issue. Councilman Bill Cegelka
said it was "unfortunate we arrived at this
' issue the way we arrived at it" and said he
wished Isaac "had been more open and
forthcoming about this policy change."
Cegelka abstained from voting.
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Thunderstonns damage
homes, cut electricity
CRANBERRY, Pa. (AP} Thunderstorms packing wind ac; high as
70 mph tore roofs off buildings,
felled utility poles and trees and
left thousands in the dark as they
pushed across western Pennsylvania.
Most of the damage was cen·
tered in Butler County, north of
Pittsburgh, where roofs were
ripped off several homes and businesses, windows were blown out
and the upper floors of some buildings were sent crashing onto
streets, said Frank Matis, the coun-

ty's director of emergency management.
Only minor injuries were report·
ed in western Pennsylvania, but in
Delaware County, near Philadel·
phia, a man was killed when a tree
fell on his car, WPVl-TV reported.

Chinese officials
launch manned rocket

GOBI DESERT, China
(AP}- Chinc:~'s first astronaut
took to orbit Wednesday
with the hopes of a nation
behind him, promising to do
a good job and telling his
First research center opens family hundreds of kilome·
ters (miles) below that the
to prevent birth defects
view
from space was
DALLAS (AP} -A new research
"extremely
splendid.''
center at a university hospital will
The
apparently
flawles~
be the nation's first dedicated sole·
launch
of
the
Shenzhou
5
ly to preventing and seeking cures
capsule
capped
a
decade·
for birth defects.
The center, at the University of long effort by China's secreTexas Southwestern Medical Cen· tive, military-linked space
ter at Dallas, was created with $1 program that communist
million from the March of Dimes leaders hope wiU boost the
and $2 million in private dona- nation's image abroad - and
their standing at home
tions.
among
their own people.
It will be led by Dr. Deepak Sri·
China
Central Television
vastava, a Dallas pediatric cardiol·
,
broke
into
its programming
ogist, and Carole Mendelson, a
to
announce
the liftoff, and
professor of biochemistry, obstet·
28
minutes
later
broadcast
rics and gynecology, March of
the
first
gripping
scenes of
Dimes and school officials said
the
rocket
blasting
off.
Tuesday.
CCTV, which ran stirring
music that was strikingly
similar
to the "Star Wars"
Larger cholesterol may
theme, said the flight would
lead to longer life
last 14 orbits, or 21 hours.
CHlCAGO (AP} - One reason
some people live into their 90s
Three American guards
and beyond may be a genetic variation that makes the cholesterol die in bomb attack
particles in their blood really big.
BElT LAHIYA, Gaza Strip
''Supersize it" is not usually (AP) - A remote-controlled
associated with good health, but bomb exploded under a U.S.
evidence increasingly is showing diplomatic convoy Wednes·
that bigger is indeed better when day, ripping apart an
it comes to the lipoprotein parti· armored van and killing
des that carry cholesterol through three American security
the bloodstream.
guards in an unprecedented
Smaller particles, it is believed, attack on an official U.S. tarcan more easily embed them- get.
selves in the blood vessel walls,
The bombing, which also
·contributing to the fatty buildups wounded an American, will
that lead to heart attacks and likely intensify U.S. pressure
strokes.
on the PalL'Stinian Authority
A study in Wednesday's Jour- to take action against milinal of the American Medical tant groups. The U.S. govAssociation suggests that the ten· ernment,
meanwhile,
dency to have large cholesterol advised U.S. citizens to leave
particles can be inborn.
the Caza Strip.

teResort

AI' Photo/Xinhua, I i Gilng

China's first manned spacecraft, Shenzhou S, lifts off
from Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center in north·west China's Gansu Province on Wednesday. China became the
third country to send un astronaut into orbit, four
decades after the Soviet Union and the United Sates.
There was no claim of
responsibility and Palestinian militant groups, which
are usually quick in admitting their role in any attack,
rushed to deny involvement.
If they were to blame, it
could signal a dramatic
switch in strategy.

Thousands aHend
pope's general audience
VATICAN CITY (i\J>) Pope John Paul II prcsidt.>d <~I
his weekly general audience
Wednesday before tens of
thousands of pilgrims who
packed St. Peter's S..1uare to
pay tribute to the ailing pon·
tiff ahead of the 25th
anniversary of his papacy.
The 83-yea r·old pope

appeared in relatively good
form, but while his voice
was strong he had difficulty
at timc.>s in uttering his
words. He suffers from
Parkinson's disease.
The audience came a day
before celebrations planned
to mark his election as pontiff on Oct. 16, 1978. Cardinals and bishops from
around the world and official delegations from many
countrit>s will attend a Mass
in St. Peter's Square at 6 p.m.
Thursday, about the same
hour then -Polish Cardinal
Karol Wojtyla was elected
the first non-Italian pope in
4='5 years.
Nt•ws in Brief is compiled by

Atiam Jft .MatIIi.\, onlint> editor.
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U.S. secretary of labor invites student
participation in Nov. ·4 state elections
by Rob Whitfield

future .
"I care so much about what happens to our
commonwealth,'' she said . "It bothers me that
U.S. Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao met our beloved Kentucky ranks in the bottom of
with key Republicans from the Calloway states in terms of education, healthcare and
County area at a rally sponsored by the Mur- economy," Chao said.
She also said the current administration is
ray State College Republicans in the Curris
not sufficiently improving Kentucky in critical
Center Tuesday.
Glenna and Ben Fletcher. wife and son of areas.
"Our state needs new leadership," said
Congressman and Republican gubernatorial
candidate Ernie Fletcher. and Eileen Pence, Chao. "We've got a historic election coming
daughter of Steve Pence. Fletcher's running- up on November 4, and Kentucky has an
opportunity to make hi~tory .''
mate, also attended the event.
Chao addressed some specific comments to
Chao, wife of U.S. Senate Majority Whip
Senator Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, is the Murray State ~tudents, saying if elected,
first Asian -American woman appointed to a Fletcher will improve Kentucky's education
president's cabinet ill U.S. history. She also .system.
"Education is important. but for years we
has served as director of the Peace Corps and
as president and chief executive officer of the have lagged behind our sister states," she said.
Chao al~o assured students that if elected,
United Way.
At the rally, Glenna Fletcher encouraged Fletcher will work to provide adequate
Mumty State studcnb to get involved in poli- employment opportunities.
"(Fletcher believes) job creation is part of
tics by becoming infonned.
''We need to get young folks energi7ed and government's responsibility,'' Chao said. "It's
sad that so many young Kentuckians leave our
involved in politics," she said.
Fletcher also spoke in support of her hus- state.... We want to ensure that jobs arc (availband's campaign, saying the Fletcher/Pence able) here."
She concluded with the Fletcher 2003 camcampaign is progressing favorably.
''We' re dividing and conquering," she said. paign slogan, saying Fletcher's goal is to
l.,atcr, Fletcher praised Murray State student "restore hope" , that Kentucky's economy.
Eileen Pence, senior from Lousiville, for her healthcare system, education system and
Roh Whitfieltl/guest
support of the Fletcher/Pence campaign. Chao crime rate will improve.
Elaine
Chao,
U.S.
sccrl'tary
of
labor,
speaks to MurFletcher has a vision for Kentucky," said
also spoke in support of the Fletcher campaign
Chao.
"This
election
is
historic."
and expressed her concerns about Kentucky's
ray State students in the Curris Center on Tuesday.
Contrihuting Writer

·African-Atnerican alumni look forward to ·renuion

Secretary of state
candidates explain
political platforms
by Vanessa Childers
Assistant News Editor
Both candidates vying for the office of secretary of state agree
civics classes need to be reinstated in high school curriculums.
Democrat R\Jss Maple and Republican C.M. "Trey" Grayson
are campaigning for the oftice.
Brad Shattuck, campaign manger for Grayson, said Grayson
is qualified for office because he is a fifth generation Kentuckian and active in his community.
Maple said he thinks eltperience is the differential factor in
the campaign race.
"I served on the Jefferson County School Board and as a
county commissioner for seven years," Maple said. "I also
served my country in the Army and the Air Force. I believe I
bring public service and business eltperience to the table in this
race.''
"Late last year, he decided to run with Team Kentucky and
chose to run for secretary of state because he'd previously
worked in that office,'' Shattuck said. "This is his frrst run for
government office, but he knows a lot of people in the office
and knows what needs to be done in the office."
Maple decided to run for the secretary of state after the election in Florida in November 2000. He said he wanted to ensure
that would never occur in Kentucky.
"1 believe whether you are a Republican or a Democrat,
(Americans) would agree that was not America's proudest
moment," he said.
Shattuck said Grayson thinks Secretary of State John Y.
Brown ill has done well while if office, but Grayson can
improve the office and the commonwealth.
"Kentucky is ready for a change in Frankfon, and Kentuckians are looking for people with integrity and values," he said.
"Trey will make sure his administration is held to the highest
standards."

by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writ~r

For Odelsia Torian. not every Homecoming is
as special as this year's.
Torian. a 1984 Murray State graduate, will
spcntl Homecoming weekend talking with fellow
alumni, seeing old friends and meeting other University alumni.
Though these interactions may sound like a
typtcal Homecoming for many Murray State
alumni, the events Torian will attend take place
only once every three years.
This evening at 6:30, a formal reception wiiJ
open the fifth African-American Alumni
Reunion.
Mike Hamilton. coordinator of the event. said
the reunion began in 1989.
"It was a brainstorm of mine in 1989 to get
together and fellow~h ip and hear apout peoples'
successes," he said.
Hamilton said he hopes to see more than 200

alumni at this year's event.
The event is publici1.ed mostly through word of
mouth, Hamilton said.
"Also. Patti Jones with the Alumni Association
has been wonderful about helping us our;· he
said. "The information has been in their newsletters and direct mailings, as well."
The weekend will hold several different events
for the African-American alumni.
"There will be a reception on Friday for the
alumni who are coming out, and we will be
attending some events on campus," Hrunilton
said.
On Saturday, the alumni will attend the parade
and the football game and then a banquet and dinner that evening at 6 in the Curris Center.
"We will get a chance to hear from a few alumni and recogni7.e some individuals," Hamilton
said.
The alumni also will attend a breakfast Sunday
morning. but its location has not yet been decided.

The weekend is one Torian looks forward to
each year.
·•J think it' s important as an alum of Murray
State to come back and see old friends and fellow
graduates," she said. " It gives me un opportunity
to ~ee people who were here when I wns and also
those who were trailbhtzcrs before me."
Torian said o;; he enjoys pnn idpating in the
reunion is because she highly valued her college
experience.
"College is a growing period . There are so'
many opponunities open tu you, and you have
access to so much if you me just upcn· minded,"
Torian said. "I made friend s from different slates
and different lowns. There is so Jlluch diversity in
tenn:. of getting lo meet pC(1ple from :truund lhe
country and ()utsidc the country."
The African-Amenc.nn Alumni Reunion abo
raises money for the Rinck Memorial Scholarship
Fund through ticket ~ale.." und di rect donations.
Said Hamilton: "We nrc r.tising money to fund
Murray students."

Shattuck said Grayson plans to use the office to return civics
classes to Kentucky high schools to help raise voter registration
and turnout.
Maple said if he is elected, his first priority as secretary of
state will be to implement the Help America Vote Act passed in
2002 and to encourage Kentucky high schools to place civics
classes in the curriculum.
Candidates running for office in the upcoming election
include: Democrat Gregory D. Stumbo, Republican Jack D.
Wood and independent Gatewood Galbraith for attorney general; Democrat Crit Luallen and Republican Linda Greenwell;
Democrat Jonathan Miller and Republican Adam Koenig for
state treasurer; Democrat Alice Wood Baesler and Republican
Richie Farmer for commissioner of agriculture.
In addition to the statewide candidates, citizens must vote on
additional local candidates or issues.
On Nov. 4, voters registered within the Mayfield city limits
will decide whether or not to allow restaurants and dining facilities to sell alcohol by the drink.
A similar vote was held in Murray in 2000.
l n McCracken County, Felix Akojio and Janice Howard are
running for a position on the schoo1 board.

so ..•
psychology, huh?

Not Everyone
Parties at
Murray State
University.
In fact statistics show:

43.5%

of MSU students do not drink
on a weekly basis.

66.2%

of MSU students drink less
than two drinks a week

73.3%

of MSU students drink less
than four drinks a week

76.1%

of MSU students had never
driven while under the influence
of alcohol or drugs

Way to g o buddy.
You finally worked up the nerve to talk to that girl from Psych 101,
but you still sounded like a doofus with nothing intelligent to say.
That's where we come in.
•

(Based on Core survey 200 I of 515 students surveyed.)
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Alumni return from Iraq, present forum
by Erin Rich ar ds
Edilor in Chief
"You'd be amated where you find Murray State alumni," said Murray State graduate Col. Lyle Cayce. "I found one in
Baghdad."
Cayce and fellow alumnus Dan Thomas
presented "A Journey Into the Cradle of
Civilization" Monday in the Curris Center.
The forum addressed their involvement in
the Iraqi war and efforts to rebuild the
country's government.
Thomas and Cayce grew up 20 miles
apart. in Cadi?. and Princeton, respectively.
but never knew each other until a government reformation meeting at Saddam Hussein's Republican Palace brought the two
graduates together in May.
Students packed into the Curris Center
Theater to hear a unique combination of
experiences from the two men.
Providing a military perspective, Cayce
discussed his involvement in reviewing
war plans and providing legal services to
the troops as the staff judge advocate for
the 3rd Infamry Division from June 2000
through July 2003. Thomas gave a civilian's commentary on taking leave from his
law clerk duties with the U.S. District
Court in Atlanta to travel to Iraq with a
special team of criminal justice professionals to assess the country's postwar j udicial
system.
Cayce addressed the positive and negative actions taken by the government. He
began by praising the soldiers and stressing the importance of having patience with
U.S. efforts, saying an 80-year-old dictatorship cannot be turned into a democracy
overnight.
"Most of the legal teams I was working
with were between the ages of 18 and 25,
just like you guys," he said. "I saw fear,

concern and uncertainty. but they pulled
through and did a great job."
However. Cayce also was critical of
some of the U.S. government's deci~ions.
"We made military decisions that '"ere.
quite frankly. stupid in my opinion," he
said.
Cayce related a story about soldiers
tinding $ 1 billion in stolen U.S. currency
in some Iraqi trash cans. Since the United
States legally owned the money and the
soldiers could do with it what they wbhed,
Cayce suggested they use it immediately
to give every Iraqi citizen a cash incentive
to go back to work.
"Some lawyer that outranked me said we
should get government approval.tirst, so it
delayed the process for about four weeks,''
he said. "It wa!'i during that time when the
Iraqis could have been back at work
restarting their economy. We ended up not
doing things early enough to help."
J unior Brent Morrison. from Bloomfield, Mo.• said he was impressed to hear a
perspective from a high-ranki ng official
that offered commentary on both sides of
the issue.
"I was pleasantly surprised at the openness of the colonel and what he thought the
Army did right and wrong,'' Morrison said.
"It reinforces the fact that everyone makes
mistakes."
After Cayce finished, Thomas presented
the second half of the forum With the use
of slides. Thomas chronicled his expt:riences training to go overseas and being
asked by military officials as he boarded
an Iraq-bound plane, "Goodbye. good luck
... have you made your will?"
Thomas showed pictures of the cities
where he · and the other professionals
stayed and several of Saddam Hussein's
numerous palaces. Thomas also was supportive of the soldiers' efforts.

Erin Richards/The News

Col. Lyle Cayce talks to students about the dilemma his team encountered after finding Sl billion that Saddam Hussein
bad stolen from the United States. Cayce's suggestion to usc the money immediately for the Iraqi people was denied .
forum was a much more personal wuy to •
"I intera<.:ted with these kids everyday,'' miss the rest of Thomas' presentation.
Thomas said. 'Tm so proud of these young
men and women."
Some swdents with class conflicts were
disappointed they had to leave early and

by Elizabeth Cawein
~taff

Larry N1xon/guesl
This M itsubishi was smashed in an alcohol-related car accident.

Driving drunk threatens lives,
causes automobile accidents
Alcohol consumption and college
life seem to coexist. often to the detriment of the student. said Larry Nixon,
captain of Public Safety.
If not managed in a responsible way,
alcohol consumption can result in
criminal prosecution, civil sanctions or
even in death, Nixon said.
Public Safety takes alcohol issues
seriously. Please consider:

lilt is illegal fur anyone under the age
of 21 to drink iJicohol in Kentucky.

• car crashes are the No. I killer of 15to 24-year-olds.
• Kentucky law enforcement aggre.'>sively monitors roadways for drinking
or drunk drivers. A conviction for driving under the influence cou ld result in
suspension of your driver's license, a
significant fine or jail time.
• Most drivers killed in one-car crn~h
es at night were drinking.
• Most 15- to 20-year-old drivers in
fatal crashes were speeding or made
some other driver error.
• About 50 percent of fatal crashes on
weekends involve alcohol.

EYES & EYEWEAR
DR. DOUGLAS W. PAYNE-OPTOMETRIST

Writer

Last :;urnrner. freshman Je.-;sica Thweatt
discovcreJ she had a mold allergy.
Her re<tdions to the mold. including
hives, rash and sinus pressure. were just
clearing up a'> she moved in to her White
Resiuential College room. After a few
weeks of fighting to rid herself of the illness, Thwean. of Boat.. began to question
whether her room v.as making her sick.
' 'I just ~:ouldn't get it to go away," she
said.
Mold, according to the Environmental
Protection Agency, is not just the green
substance that grows tln old bread.
According to the EPA's ''Indoor Air
Quality Resource Guide,'' ''Potential
health effects and symptoms associated
with mold exposures include nllergic reactions. asthma and other respiratory complaints."
Thweatt and her roommate, freshman
Emily Ramsey, from Fulton. thought they
had determined the source of the problem
when they found what they believed to be
mold in their shower.
"We kept bleaching the shower to try
and get rid of it," Thweatt said.
l:lowever, ao; Thweatt's smus problems
continued and the moldlike odor in the
room worsened. the roommates reali7ed
they had yet to rid themselves of the problem.
In fact, their problems were just beginning. Thweatt nnd Ramsey called Housing
to discuss the problem approximately three
and n half weeks ago.
"We told them we had mold. and that I

was really sick and to come clean it up."
Thweatt said.
The call to Housing was made around
noon or I p.m.. Thweatt said. That night at
2 a.m., a maintenance crew came to the
residential colle~e.
"They called up here. but I clidn · t
answer." she .said "I listened to the message they left on the answering machine.
and they said, 'Make sure you look decent
because we're coming up.' They went to
our suite mates' room and found out we
were asleep. and they didn't come in."
The next morning. Thweau and Ramsey
said the location of the mold became ohvious a-; dark circle~ :tnt! w:uem1arks were
visible on two or three ceiling tilt;s.
Thweatt said she took the ceiling tile
down and it was covered with a layer of
mold. She said Housing brought n new
ceiling tile and sent a crew 111 the nc1e.t day
to repair the leak.
"They put caulk on a wet surface, .so it
didn't fix the leak,'' Thweatt said. "On
Monday, the leak stopped itself. but I may
be laying here one night and have wmcr
come down on me. We're just kind of
waiting."
Though frustrated with the whole situation. Ramsey and Thweall fell that Housing and White College did an adequate job
of working to solve their problem.
"Facilities Management has not done on
adequate job," Ramsey said ...They've
covered things up, and they don't need to
be covered up - they need to be fixed "
Thweatt agreed.
''I'm not an air-comlitioning expert.
don't know why it's leaking," she said.
"But maybe if they would have fixed it the
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Murray, KY
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first time. they wouldn't have to keep corning out here."
Thweatt and Ramsey could name at least
three other rooms in White with similar
mold problems. To their knowledge, however, they were the only residenrs who had
filed a wort< order or complaint.
In freshman James Amundson's White
College room. mold stains arc coming ..1
through the ceiling tiles. similar to the situation in Thwemt and Ramsey's room .
Amundson. fron1 Paducah. s.1id the mold
hns been growing since he moved in. but
neither he nor his roommate have contacted Housing or Facilities Management.
"It seems like it would be a waste of
time," Amundson said. "Everyone'.s been
vocal about it, and it's like, what's the
point if rhey're probably not going to get to •
us anyway? Our ceiling hasn't leaked yet,
so it's not to a en tical puint. I'm sure it will
be eventually."
Jeff Steen, environmental coordinator
for Facilities Management, said complaints of mold are generally addressed the
day they are received. and the department
receives a few work orders concerning
mold each semester.
"We try to taJ..:e care of them right
away," he said.
Steen said he had not been mUl.IC aware
of Thweatt and Ramsey's problems. but
the department is aware of the potential for
mold and its ability to cause allergic reactions and sickne,.s.
"We try to address the most pressing
issues first."' he said. "We work cvcryday
and we make every good-conscious effort
to provide a :.ufe. healthy place for the students."

WE'LL MAKE YOU
n:1.;1. RIGHf AT
HOME IN MURRAY

to a lot of life's toughest questions.

Comprehensive Eye Examinations for Glasses and Contact Lenses
Cataract and Glaucoma Screening • Treatment of Eye Infections

Mon-Fri 9 AM-6 PM
(Sat by appointment only)

learn about the Iraq situation than sifting
through coverage from convention<~! news
sources. "I wish I could have stayed
longer."

White College mold problem frustrates
students; officials fail to remedy issue

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Staff Report

"It was so interesting. The age of the sol·
diers was something I didn't really know
about," said freshman Troy Ferguson,
from Franklin, v.ho also noted that the
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This \Veek
•Fridax,
•Homecoming Elections - King and
Queen elections. 9
a.m. T hursday to 9
a.m. Friday. Access
campus.murray state.
edu.
•Photo Key Chains
Free
photo
key
chains, 11 a.m. to 4
p.m., C urris Cente r
Rocking
C hair
Lounge.
•Women 's Soccer
Game - Murray State
vs. Eastern Illinois, 4
p.m .• Cutchin Field.
•Ho mecoming Run
5K Run, 5 p.m. Race
begins in front of Carr
Health. Preregistration is $ I 5, race-day
registration is $20.
Phone 762-679 1 for
registration forms.
•Swing Dance C lub
Swing Dance. 6 p.m.,
Carr Health Dance
Studio.
•Volleyball Game
Murray State vs. Eastem Kentucky, 7 p.m.,
Racer Arena.
•Student
Play
" Directing II Shows."
7 p.m., 310 Wilson
Hall. Admission is $2.
•C inema
Intern&·
tional - "Beijing
Bicycle," 7:30 p.m.,
C urris Center Theater.

re-at
News

Murray State triathlete making waves on local scene

•Saturday
•Volleyball Game
M urray State vs.
Morehead State, 7
p.m.. Racer Arena.
•Parad e- Homecoming parade, 9:30 a.m..
dow ntown Murray.
Ends at MSU campus.
•Photo
Buttons
Free
Homecoming
2003 Photo Buttons,
II u.m. to 3 p.m.,
Tent City at Roy
Ste"'art Stadium.
•Homecoming Football Ga me - Murray
Stute vs. Eao;tem Illinois, 3 p.m., Roy
Stewart Stadium.
•Stude nt
Play
"Directing II Shows,"
7 p.m., 3 10 Wilson
Hall. Admission is $2.

•Sunday
•Women 's Soccer
Murray S tate vs.
Southeast Missouri
State, I p.m., Cutchin
Field .
•Me n 's
Soccer
Murray State vs. University of Georgia,
I :30 p.m., M urray
lligh School.

•Monday
•Devo tional Groups
Univers ity C hristian
Student
Center,
Men's group, 7 p.m.,
Elizabeth
College;
Women's group. 8
p.m., location TBA.

•Tuesday
•C AB Campus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m .•
Curris Center O hio
Room.
•Concert - Murray
State Wind Ensemble
concert.
8 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.

by jonathan Meador
Staff Writer
Nathan Clinkenbeard rarely :;tops moving.
A sophomore from Fort 1110mas. Clinkenbeard b president of Murray State's new
triathlon team, the M urray State Tribreds. At
any given time, he can be seen running.
swimming or riding his bike across campus.
But not only is Clinkenbenrd the Tribreds'
president. He's also a member.
"J swim every Monday, Wcdnesdny and
Friday," he said. "And every Tuesday and
Thursday, I run and ride my bike.
"I swam when I was in high school;' he
continued. "It's addicting. You finish one
(race), and you want to fi n ish another:·
Two weeks ago. Clinkenbeard competed in
the U.S. Triathlon National ~ in Treeport. La.,
where he participated in a 0 .9-mile swim, a
25-mile bike ride, and a 6-mile run.
"It was an experience," he said. "There
were a lot of unbelievable athletes there."
At the end of the competition, Clinkenbeard finished 63rd in his age group.
" I didn't really expect to compete well. I
just wanted to see how 1 wou ld gauge
(against the rest of the competition)," he
said. ''Next year, I'll be ready."
The Tribreds compete in numerous
triathlons and events acro~s the country.
Over the summer. the Tribreds competed in
the 'J'ri-Tech Frisch's Big Boy Triathlon, in
which Clinkenbeard finished first in his age
group and took seventh overall.
Early this semester, Randal Keller. assistant professor of occupational safety and
health, founded the Tribredc; with Cli nkenbeard'., help.
"It was a collaborative effort bet~een
Nathan and I." Keller said. "I was looking to
start n program, and he was looking for a
coach."
According to the team' s Web site, 'The
Mu rray State Tribreds aim to foster team

spirit and a healthy lifesty le for its members."
The 'fribrcus have 18 members, including
Keller and fellow adviser Matt Wiggins,
ao;sociate professor of well ness a nd therapeutic sciences .
Wiggins, a former category three
United States Cycling Federation
cyclist, advises the Tribreds about
biking.
Tribred runners arc trained by Master Tung Dinh. an expert in cond itioning nnd running techinques.
Barry Knight, Murray State alumnus and currently ranked No. 4 in
the world in triathlon. mentors
triathletes and competes in the competitions ns well.
The tenm currently is looking for
new members-.
' 'It's open for anybody who wants to
join.'' he said. " It's not j ust for athletes."
Keller hopes the new Health and
Wcllness Center will attract more SlU ·
dents to become interested in triathlo n
when the ceruer opens in December

2004 .
" It will give the team visibility," he
said . ''When it opens, we hope it will
trigger an increase in student interest.''
As the onset of fn ll signa ls the end of the
official season, the team· s members are
already prcpuring for April, when they
will compete in the first triath lon of the
new year.
Those interested in becoming a Tribred
or just looking to get in shape can contact
Keller via the team's Web s ite at
www.rjkeller.com/tribreds.

Do you have what It takes to

be a triathlete?
iYou're not an athlete. Can you
ally do this?
~es.

regardless pt:your current
.physical condition. Participating In
triathlons is an excellent way to lose
weight, get in better shape and
develop a healthy lifestyle. Most
ttril:l•thL"V''Ia. also
team categories,

How do you get.etarted?
Determine What your goals ate, be
jrealistic about them and talk to one of
m,e clubs advisers to help you with a
training plan. A good source for Information on getting started Is located at
beginnertriathlete.com. You wiU need
to build on your current level of

fitness, whether ypg'haven't
exercised in years •or already are
pretty fit. Just don't overdo it. Try not
o do too much too fast and get
'njured. Be careful though- this sport
is addictivel

YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
OUOE. SORRY, 8UT I CAN' T.
GOO Will. ONLY &RANT THREE OF
MY PRAYERS. I NEEO ONE OF

YOU'RE THE WORST
STEREOTYPE OF A CHRISTIAN.

THEM FOR A NEW CONVERTIBLEI

~Wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m ., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•Lecture - 'The
Utopian Spirit in a
Postmodern World:
The Architecture of
Samuel Mokbee," by
Michael Jordan, 7
p.m.. Faculty Hall
Room 623.

Chris Schweizer

•Thursday
•Law G uest Speaker
Student Law Association, Chase Law
School
Dean
of
Admissions Ashley
Gray, 2 p.m., Faculty
Hnll
Room 501.
Available for q uestions from 11 a.m. to
I :30 p.m. in Curris
Center
Tennessee
Room .

.•

Arts & Entertainntent
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This \X'eel(
• Music
1. OutKast - "Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below"
2. Bad Boy's Da Band - "Too
Hot for TV"
3. Sting - "Sacred Love"
4. Dido - "Life tor Rent"
5. Dave Matthews- "Some
Oeviln

1. Kill Bill: Vol. 1 - Starring
Uma Thurman
2. School of Rock - Starring
Jack Black
3. Good Boy! - Starring Liam
Aiken
4. Intolerable Cruelty - Starring George Clooney
5. Out of Time - Starring
Denzel Washington
Source: As~oc iated Press

• Books
, 1. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Diet"
2. Mitch Alborn - ''The Five
People You Meet in Heaven"
3. Phil Mcgraw - "The Ultimate Weight Solution"
4. Lemony Snicket - ''The
Slippery Slope: A Series of
Unfortunate Events, Book 10"
5. Dan Brown - '7he Da Vinci
:code"
Sourct•: Associated Press

Web site
www.halloween-online.com
With Halloween only 14 days
away, you may want to get
started on your end-of-themonth party planning. This site
not only teaches you to carve a
pumpkin and bake tombstone
cakes, it also offers recommendations for scary movies, costumes and Halloween auraelions In your area.
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Low ticket sales
may pose threat
to future concerts
by Severo Avila

Sourt P: AsscK iJtt•d Press

• Movies

Th e Murray State News

Colk•ge

Ute Editor

Despite reports 0f great crowd appeal,
the Fuel show Munday night may not
have saved Murray State's cnnccrt
future from an early demise.
Student Government Association
Coordinator Jeanie Morgan said even
!hough ticket sales were lower than
expected - approximately I,800 were
soiJ - she still considers the concert a
success.
"We haven' t gotten all the numbers in
yet, but we did not hit the number we
had hoped to sell," she said. "But it was
a success in that !he students that did
attend had a great rime."
Morgan said lackluster ticket sales
will not necessarily mean the end of
concerts at Murray State.
"Anything is possible,'' she said .
''There' s always promoters that will
cover expenses and just use your venue.
I won't say !hat we won't have another
concert. Nothing' s for certain at this
point. Anything can happen."
Amanda Birkner, sophomore from
McLeansboro, Ill., attended the concert
but :said an SGA e-mail may have
deterred some studenl-.
" I bought tickets because I like Fuel,
and J like c<mcerts," she said. "But when
SGA sent out that e-mail a-;king students to go, they just sounded despenllc.
J think !hat would make students not
want to go."
Birkner addeu she enjoyed the concert, but was disappointed by student
turnout.
"I thl>ught the concert was great. They
put on a good show," she said. "At first
I was disappointed becuusc there
weren't a lot of Murray State students
there, but then more people showed up
later. We were up front, and no one we
talked to was a student. They were from
all over the place.''
Freshman Amy Eckhard, from Godfrey, Ill., said SGA advertised the concert~-

"I had a !,'Teat time. It wus awesome. I

had tloor seats. but it was kind of disappointing since there weren't that many
people there," she said. 'There was
plenty of advertising. The fliers were
awesome, and tickets were cheap."
Some students declined to altend
because of the headlining band.
" I didn't go because I only know a
couple of Fuel songs, and I didn 't want
to pay to see a band I only know a few
songs from," said Tammy Seaborn,
sophomore from St. Louis.
On Oct. 8, students received an e-mail
from the SGA written by Campus
Activities Board President Nick Rexing,
junior from Evansville. Ind., asking students to purchase concert tickets. The email included the lines, ''I'm going to
give it to you straight ... WE NEED
STUDENT SUPPORT" and "Even if
Fuel isn't your favorite band, please
support the show Monday night."
"That e-mail sounded really desperate," Shamira Gongora, senior from
Belize said. "It sounded like they were
just begging for anyone to buy tickets. It
sounded like they're really in trouble."
Regarding the e-mail, Rexing said he
was simply soliciting student support
for the concert.
"A 101 of students don't know how
SGA and the concerts work," he said.
··we have a budget for .student programming. but concerts cost thousands of
dollars.
''The point I was trying to get across
is that we can have concerts. but we
can't please everyone. We need student
support. If students support one concert.
we can have others."
Rexing also said low ticket sales
adversely affect the type of programming SGA can provide to students at
Murray State.
"It makes it much tougher to do without student support. You have less funds
to work with," he said. "I can "t say if we
are having more concerts or if we
aren't,'' Rexing added.
"Programs will go un. but !he amount
of money dcltllmines the qualky of the
programs."

Kyser Lough/ The News

Fuel froatmaa Bnft Sc. . .nJ¥ts tftlt81!J6ei &Wd I'OM111J. Attlntaglt fillf!'Htjoyed tbe
conccrt, low ticket sales )Day signal a decline in the number of concerts at Murray State.

"G RADUATING IN
MAY 2004?
(Not if you don't apply !)

THE DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE
APPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATION IN MAY 2004 1S OCTOBER 31".

STEPS TO FO LLOW FOR APPLYING FOR GRADUATION:
• Complete a ''Request for Undergraduate Degree Packet" in the
1• Door lobby of Sp arks Hall
• Pick up the degree packet t wo weeks from the date of request.
Bring a photo J.D.
• Meet with your advisor to obtain signatures and substitution
forms, if necessary.
• Pay the $20 d egree fee in the Cashier's Office (21111 floor of
Sparks Hall)

• Return the completed packet, with degree f ee receipt, to the
reception desk in the / " floor lobby of Sparks Hall by October JJn.
A series of graduation meetings will be held in the Curris Center Theatre on
the following dntes. Graduation requirements, degree checks, and conferral
of degrees, as weJJ as any available information on commencement will be
discussed during the meetings.

October 20
Questions may be addressed by e-mailing:

10:00 a.m.
~Wdion@ murraystate.edu

College Life
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Murray veterinary clinics provide quality,
affordable healthcare for students' companions

by Allison Ught
Staff Writer
Whether rluffy caught a cold or Mr. Biggleswurth has a thorn in his paw, Murray pet owner:- have st.•vcral options to treat their four- legged
loved ones.
Murray has four veterinary clinics to choose
from: We~t s ide Veterinary Service. Veterinary
Medic al Center. Murray Animal Hospital and
Warner Animal Clinic.

\\'c.. tside Veterinary Service
Located on South Robertson Road. Westside Veterinary Service is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and from 7:30a.m.
to I p.m. on Saturday.
The clinic does take emergencies,
and for after-hours emergencies,
the doctor's pager number is
available on the clinic's
answering machine.
A complete pet
checkup will cost
about $80 and
spaying or neutering
costs
between $80
and
$105
depending
on
the
size of
the

animal. A certified reproductive specialiM and a
certified surgeon also are available to take specialty cases. The clinic also admits farm animals as
well as small domestic pets.

Veterinary 1\'ledkal Cente•·
The Veterinary Medical Center is located on
South 12th Street and is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday and Friday with
office hours from 8 a.m. to noon on Thursday and
Saturday. The center employs eight staff members.
including Head Veterinarian Jeannine Buchanan. It
also takes emergencies. and owners can phone a hot
line for after-hours assistance. Annual checkup
rates run about $62. Spaying and neutering rates
range from $80 to $ 100 depending on the size of the
animal.
Junior Rachel Olazabal. junior from Philpot. said
she takes her dog, Tanner. to Veterinary Medical
Center because of its affordability and the quality of
care provided.
"I go there because the vets are nice. ''It's not
overpriced, they are thorough. and I feel like they
really care about their patients.'' she said.

Murray Animal Hus.pital
Located nt Five Points, the Murray Animal Hospital has a staff of 13. including three licensed veterinary technicians. two doctors. animal caretakers
and client coordinators. The hospital is open from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday and offers
after-hours emergency service.

Small domestic animals are
admitted as well
as some small
exotics, such as
birds.
Boarding facilities and baths are
offered, a long with
a special senior citizen' s discount for
older animals.
Freshman Justin Moorman, a pre-veterinary medicine major from Calvert City, takes his cat, Ella, to
Murray Animal Hospital because he said he feels
comfortable with its owner and head veterinarian,
Terry Canerdy.
" I trust Dr. Canerdy because he taught students
who have worked on my cat." Moorman said.

Warner Animal Clinic
Under the same ownership as Westside Veterinary Service, Warner Animal Clinic has a vet staff
of five, including Head Veterinarian Leslie Jackson. The clinic is located on Wiswell Road and is
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 8 a.m. to noon on ~aturday. A yearly checkup
costs $63.30 and spaying or neutering ranges from
$55 to $75 depending on animal size. The clinic
also takes Humane Society discount coupons. and
an emergency hot line for after-hours emergencies
is available.

Matta Barnard/The News

Haggard in top form for Metropolis concert
by Justin Bo ntrager
Staff Writer

Who would've thought an Okie
from M uskogee cou ld'~e outshone
Superman on his home turf?
Country stalwart Merle Haggard
performed last Saturday in Metropolis, Ill.
I've now seen Haggard in concert
four times in four different states.
and the 66-year-old artist never fails
to please.
Haggard is perhaps most wellknown for "Okie From Muskogee'',
a Vietnam-era anti-protest anthem
that endeared him to country
mus ic's right-wing. gun-rack. truck
stop-hat contingent -a cut Haggard
has been trying to distance himself
from ever since.
Less acknowledged, it seems. is
his reputation as one of America· s
greatest, most prolific singer-songwriters. He has recorded over 40 No.
1 hits. more than Willie Nelson and
Johnny Cash combined. and has
released dozens of albums. His
admirers range from former presidents, s uch as Richard Nixon ,
Ronald Reagan and George Bush, to
Tom Waits, EJvis Costello and the
Grateful Dead.

Rather
than
conform
to
Nashville ' s c oo kie-cutter sound,
Haggard has re mained true to his
honkytonk roots, spurning the
recording industry conglomerate to
record two outstanding albums on
renowned punk label Anti and his
latest , " Haggard Like Never
Before," un his own Hag Records.
Despite markedly smaller distribution and sales of his records in
recent years, Haggard continues to
play sold-out shows across America.
The makeshift arena in Metropolis, a parking lot surrounded by a

' ' Merle's voice was in the
best condition of any of the
times I have seen him. He
sounded natural, relaxed and,
as always, stirring. "

..

chain-link fence with metal folding
chairs for seats. was packed to
capacity. Most of the concert attendees were ovcr-40 sornethings who
seemed to have shown up to see if
be could still live up to his legacy.
and Haggard proved he can.
Backed by his band, the Strangers.
Merle kicked out an hour-long set

comprised of fan favorites such as
"Big City," "Silver Wings" and the
aforementioned "Okie from Muskogee" as well as a smattering of more
recent material which stood up
admirably alongside his hits.
Merle's voice was in the best condition of any of the times I have
seen him. He sounded natural,
relaxed and, as always. stirring.
The Strangers once again proved
themselves country music's most
capable and versatile outfit, like
great jazz musicians who approach
perfection with age.
This occasion marked the first
time I'd seen the Strangers with guitar player Norm Stephens, the great
Lefty Frizzell's legendary sidekick
and Merle's musical mentor.
I was focused on him almost as
much as on Haggard, amazed by his
subtle wizardry with honky-tonk
and western swing riffs.
There were no elaborate light
shows. fog machines, colliding guitars. choreography or other theatrics
that new country performers rely on
so heavily, just expertly written and
executed songs with equal touches
of melancholy and humor, embodying the rugged grace of true country
music. something Nashville's elite
can emulate but never achieve.

At 66, country legend Merle Haggard still manages to pack the house and deliver the hits.
T be California native has recorded more than 40 No. 1 bits in his career.

Before going to the Shoe Tree,
COME TO US!
The Murray State News wants to feature
your engagement and wedding announcements
on a special page each onth.

First Baptl•t Church
m s. •

$. IJiwnr. u

Sundays: 8:30a.m
9:4~ a.m
lO.SS am
t> pm •. -···

· 1ft!! swa ..,cr ,r..,..mt•r

~ •..... ....

.. -~-····.. ...•.Concern~ Wonlup
. .... . ,,_ ..... . ............. .............. 81blc Study
Trllditiooai/Biended Wonhip

_

.. ..•

. ... ...

........Traditional Worship

R p.m.., . ••• .. • . • ..... ..• ••. ... Contemporlll)' Worship (1M N~t)

"'nr \d .. • -

1.,_.....,_.,llla..n'.a.--..,...,............,

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
_

SERVICE TIMES
Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
We would like to invite you to join
us m worship and fellowship at

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
Shoney'$ Inn Confe~nce Room

IOa.m. Worship Servoce 5 p.m. Bible Study
flleryOlle Welcome! Come as you are!

NIJilll&W f&NIIW (HIJil(H
Building GM.:, Churrh by making disciplts, rtsturlng familits and training ltadtrs.

Praise and Worship Service • 10 a.m.
Home Groups meet Wednesday evening
www.murrayfamilychurch.org • 92 Chestnut Street • 759-0800

Send us a photo
of you in costume.

Include name,
classification and hometown .
Photos may be published
in the Halloween edition of
The Murray State News.
Cash prizes wall be awarded
for Most Unique, Funniest
and Best Overall Costume:..

SEND PHOTOS TO;
Severo Avila

College Life Section
The Murray State News
DEADI.INE: 4:00 P.M.• ()(."fOBfo:R 27
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Bulldogs bite
Hatchell, Racers
35-6 at Samford
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sl3ff Writer
Aticr a 23-17 victory over Jucksonville State two weeks ago, the
Murray State football team looked to be on the rebound and prepared
to make another ruu ut a St.~ond consecutive Ohio Valley Conference
title.
Look~ can be decei\ing, however, as t:he Racer team struggled to
gd its ollense going against the S<.unford Bulldogs and lost 35-6 Saturday at Seibert Stadium in Binningham, Ala.
"It \\U.' a tough game for us, and it's a tough day to be the head
cooch,'' Joe Pannur11io said. ··rrn Jisappointcd in the way we're playing right now. I tiK>Ught we came out and played preny hard, but
we're certainly not doing things right. We've got a lot of work to do
between now and next week's Homecoming game with Eao;tem Illinois- that's for sure."
The Racers star!cd off the contest fast with 11 43-yard field goal by
senior place-kicker Jesse Ohligcr, with 10:20 remaining in the tirst
quaner and an early J-0 leaJ.
After getting the ball back deep in Racer tcnitory a few minutes
later, Murr.ty Swtc could not take the pigskin out of the end 1.one as
junior wilt'lack Ulysse:. Odoms was tackled for a safety that cut the
lend to 3-2 in favor of MSU.
With II seconds left in the tif!\t quarter, Samford pounded the ball
in wllh a 3-yanl run by DJ. StanciL The Bulldogs failed a two-point
convtrsJOn pa'ls attempt, giving Samford an 8·3 lead going into the
second frame.
111e RJcer often~ remillned swgnant in the ~ond quarter as the
Bulldog team increased its le.ad to 15-3 on a pa'>~ from quarterback
Ray Nelson to wide receiver F.frern Hill with 7:41 to play in the first
half.
Pannunzio said he was well aware of the Racers' offensive struggle~ throughout the game.
"We didn't play good enough upfront on offense to keep our
defense off the field," he said...Our defense played ail right today. but
it's not,good enough to dominate people and muke up for our mistakes on offense. Everything with our offen~c starts upfront with our
blocking. We've got to keep working and get those problems sorted
out''
The se<lle remained 15-3 going into halftime, and once again the
MSU oftense postcJ a scoring drive early in the half. Ohliger con·
neelcd on a 28·yard ticld goal with H:09 to play, ~hortening the Samfont lead to 15-6..
Unfortunately, the rwo tield goab by Ohligcr would be the only
scores nf the day as the Racer offense failed to get the ball going.
Pla~·e ·kickerTy Neil hit a 32·yanl field goal with 2:07 to play in the
thinl quarter, and then Cortland Finnegan intercepted a pa-;s seconds
later nnd returned it for a touchdow n1 The point after by Neil gave the
Bulldogs a commauding 25-o lead going into the final quarter of play.
Samtbrc.J tacked on u touchdown with 5:01 rcrnuining on a Kevin
Tooker 1-yard run. and Neil kicked his se...--ond tield goal of the game.
this one coming 31 yan:Js out with 2·42 to go in the conte~t. giving
Snrnt'l1i\l a'35.6 virtory.
Re,hhict :-;ophomure quarterback Stephen Hatchell returned to the
starting lineup unu completed 20-ol'-36 pass nttcmpts tor 189 yards.
SCnior wide receivers Andre\\ Nowacki and Dcandre Green were
Hatchell's tavoritc rargcL-;, \\ith II receptions nnd 130 years between
the two,
The mnning game for the Racers continued to be a no-show as
MSU wns out·playcd 132-80 by S:m1ford.
Pannunlio said more offense will be required for the Racers to start
posting victories, ond he does not \\tint his team to be caught up in
what is going on nmuml the OVC- he want~ complete focus on MSU
until the kinks arc worked out.
..We l':ln 't worry about what's going on arounJ the league or how
hot or C(lld :.on1ebody else is because we· re not doing our part as a
football team," ht: &tid. "We're not scoring touchdowns, and we're
not making enough plays on either side of the ball, ani:! that's it.
We've gono come together and figure out \\hat it's going to take for
u~ to :.tmt making those plays before we're going to \\in."
Semor quanerbad.; StcY.".u1 Chilc.Jress wa' sidelined for the second
week in a row with a tear in his anterior cruciatc ligament. His season
return is not likely.
Not out of the championship hunt just yet, the Racers will look to
tum the season nround at 3 p.m. Saturday against Eastern Illinois in
Roy Stcwa11 Stadium. The Homc.:orning contest \\ill be a rematch of
last yc:tr'~ championship battk

Rowing's

Elite
5,000-meter race, Rochester, N.Y.

Murray ·State women's
crew competes at one
of nation's top invitationals
by Chris Jung
Sports Editor

Imagine the Murray Stare Racers stepping away from the confines of Roy Stewart Stad ium and into Notre Dame Stadium
in South Bend, I nd., to take on the F ighting
Irish in a football showdown.
That's what it was like Sunday when the
MSU women's rowing team lifted its boat
o ut of the famiJiar, surrounding of Kentuc ky La ke and into the Genesee River of
Rochester. N.Y.. the site of one of the
country's most prominent rowing invitational races, the 15th annual Stonehurst
Capital In vitational Regatta. co-hosted by
the Rochester Institute of Technology and
the University of Rochester.
Featuring some of the top teams in the
country, the event was highlighted by Harvard University, the 2003 NCAA rowing
national champion and the winners of the
last four Elaine P. Wilson Cup tit les and
Mercyhurst College, the team which finished third at tl'le NCAA Division II C hampionships in 2003.
Ithaca College, the Division Ill thirdpl!lce finis hers in 2003 also participated.
Other top-level Division-1 schools taking
pnrt in the regatta included Buffalo, Col-

3 Queen•s•N

7. Colgate "A"

gate and Syracuse.
"It was an unbelievable experience for
Murray State to bt: able to go to New
York," junior Rachel Brown said. "It's
very encouraging, und it'~ motivation. It
encourages you to want to get up at 4 a.m.
every day."
The day's event included the 5,000meter head race in the morning and a
1,500-meter sprint in the afternoon. The
Racers took 17th out of !26 teums in the
longer of the races with a time of 19:24:04.
MSU's opportunity was.partially afforded to the fact that first-year Head Coach
Bill McLean served as the head coach at
the University of Rochester for eight seasons and continues to serve as one of the
co-directors of the Stonehurst Invitational.
Harvard and Radcliffe Universities captured the top two men's and women's open
trophies ut the meet. while Queen's U niversity women's heavyweight und Marietta
College men's heavyweight eights were
the top college division finishers at Stonehurst.
Back in town, the women's squad will
compete in Saturday's Homecoming A lumni Race in Aurora, Ky. The event is sched·
uled for 9:30 a.m. at the marina. Rowing
ulumni and current rowers will part icipate.
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Hunters fit equally into nature's food chairi
I shot my first deer, a 60-pound doe, back in 1993 during
the early Kentucky mun leloader season while hunting with
my father.
This weekend. the early muzzleloader season rolls around
again, and you can bet I'll be out there.
Until this summer, my hunting stories were only shared
with my close frie~ds and family. Fortunately. I now have
the opportunity to write my stories down for everyone who
wan~ to read them.
The 10-year anniversary of the fall of my first deer is a
time for reflection on hunting seasons and why I have chosen a pursuit that involves the death of an animal J live my
life by.
1 truly love and appreciate nature and the events that take
place out there. Folks sometimes say, "Why not be a birdwatcher or a hiker if you love nature so much'!" My
response m this is somewhat complex. While hiking and
bird.watching are fi ne activities, they're not hunting. When
you're watching birds, you're merely an objective observer
of what is going on in the great outdoors. You take no part ,

in the muur..tl cycle and hnve no effect on its outcome.
It's like the dilferencc in watching a ballgame and playing in one. The same goes for hikiolg. When I'm hunting, I
do more than merely walk through the woods. I stop and
observe. I listen and try to understand why an animal is
doing what i!'s doing. When I can learn enough about that
animal, I ~an match wits with it. Sometimes I win, and food
is provided tor my family and me. Mort: often. I lose and
have to make a trip to the supermarket.
Humans are predatory animals, plain and simple. I'm not
any more ashamed of killing a deer for food for my family
than a wolf is ashamed of killing a deer for its puppies. The
difference between the wolf and me is that I can reason and
the wolf can't.
I live in two worlds. One is the unforgiving world of com·
pulers and classes, ringing telephones. note-taking, worrying and highways.
The other is a beautiful world of ncoms falling in the
wood~. the smell of autumn olives, the snap of a twig with
an approaching whitetail, the roar of a wild turkey gobbler

in the spring und the scrc1ping of a squirrel's teeth on n hickory nut.
This world is quieter, but it does make noise to those
patient enough to listen. At times, it is no less forgiving .
Each and every animal, predators and prey. know death is
imminent. They fear death. obviously, but they do not dwell
on it or auack the things that cause it. They accept it. Many
humans ·have lost this along with the a~ility 1~ feed thJcnselves without grocery stores.
It's okay if you don't like to hunt or don' t agree with
hunting. Grocery stores. realistically speaking. will alwjys
be here, and hunting isn't for everyone. But, l urge anyone
ignorant enough to deride hunters as barbaric haters; of
nature to take a step back and think about their accusati9ns
for a moment.
:
Hunters urea part of nature. whether they take the f~m
of a wolf or a man.
~

'

..
tfl

Will Brantley is the hunting and fishing columnist for "Jhe
Murray State News."
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OVC Football Standings

OVC Football Schedule

OVC Volleyball Standings

OVC Volleyball Schedule

OVC Soccer Standings

OVC Soccer Schedul~

"'

~

Tl•nncssee State.•
Ea~tern K~ntucky

jacksonville State
S.1mfMd
SEMO
Murray State
Tennc-.sec-:\.1artin
Tennessee Tt'Ch
Easll•m Ulinni:.

Overall
4·2
3·4
3·3
-1·2

ovc

1·5
2·5

1·1
1·2
1·2
1-2
0-2

2-5
2-4

1·5

2·0
2·1

2·1
2·1

Oct. I S
SEMO@ Eastl!rn Kentucky, 2 p.m.
Eastern Illinois @Murray State,
3 p.m.
Samford @Tennessee-Martin,
4p.m.
Jacksonville State@ Tennessee
State, 6 p.m.

ovc

12-4

6·0

14·7
12·7
9·10
13·6
6-15
4·15
6-12
4·17
7·12
4·15

5·1

Oct. 17
Eastern llhnois@ Samtord, 7 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky Vj, Murray Stale,

5-1

7 p.m.

4·3
3·3

SEMO@ jacksonville State, 7 p.m.
Morehead State@ 'l'l•nncssec·Mar·
tin, 7 p.m.

Over<til
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Jacksonville State
Eastern Illinoi~
SEMO
Tennes..o.;ee Tt..'Ch
TennesSt.>e· Martin
Samford
Tennessee State

3·3
3-3
2-4

2-4

1·5
0-7

..

E.1~tt•rn

Illinois
Samford
SE:\.fO
Tennessee Tech
jacksonville State
Tenncsscl··Martin
Au~tin Peay
Murray State
Morl·he<td State

Overall
7-4-3
7·3·3
7-34

ovc

8·6·0
6-34

2.J.O

6-5·2
5-8·1

1·1-1

3-8-3

0-3-0
0-4·0

2·9·1

3·0·1
3·1·0

2·1-1
1·0·3
1-2-0

Ocll7

~

Eastern Illinois@ Murray State, 3 J;m.
SEMO®Tenntos..~·Martin, 3

P·1

Am-tin Peay@ Samford, 7 p.m .~
Tcnne;.o;ee Tech@ Jacksonville

7p.m.

Sta,t.
~

~•
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Three returning champs highlight ~tramural softball
Clark, Richnwnd, Larnbda Chi Alpha, Alpha Omicron Pi take respective titles
by Chrisjung
Sports Editor

Homecoming festivities display
true meaning of bleeding
blue, gold
.

1 am willing to bet just before
you began reading this distinguished column, you were asking
yourself, "What in the world is
there for me to do on this seemingly unevemful 2003 Homecoming
Weekend?"
Have no fear because I'm going
to provide you with the opportunity
of a lifetime, a chance to eradicate
the boredom of a common weekend
here in Murray and provide you
with the most fascinating display of
Racer Pride that anyone has ever
experienced. I invite you to join me
at the birthplace of sporting enthusiasm, the Mecca of college football and the site of the Racers' third
win of the 2003 season - Roy Stewart Stadium.
That's right, people, Head Coach
Joe Pannunzio and the Murray State
football team will experience a
midsea~on revival and demolish the
visiting Panthers from Eastern Illinoil. University. Call me crazy. Call
me what you wish, but I have Racer
Pride, and a 2-5 start this season is
not going to scare that away. I am
o:o convinced that I am willing 'to
place my belief on the line in the
fonn of a bet.
··•Y predictions fail to come
through in the form of a victory this
weekend, I openly state the consequences of my faltered hope by
embarrassing myself in utmost
fashion. If the Racers do not leave
Roy Stewart Stadium with the season's third victory, I will gladly sit
in the end zone at the next home
game garnished in Racer gold and
blue body paint, sporting nothing
more than a pair of boxer shorts and
my media pass. I will personally
root the Racers on to victory even if
l am the only spectator daring to

.00 includes plans, instructions,
, f!Jinttd metal, free delivery,
37-718·1471.
NEED-A C.-.O"'Mc:-P""U"T""'E"'"Rl"B;;.,A;-;0:--:CREOIH B.mkruptcy OK. No Credit
Check. Gu.Jrilnleed Approval,
Ch<'c-king ,)(:count-Home Phone
rcqu•red. 1-800-419-4383.
w~w.pc4~ure. com

f RE[ 3-ROO~M.,....-::0::-::I=RECTV=:=-,-sYSTEM

INClUDING INSTAllATION! Sul>S<:rlhe to •Nrt-Sunday TickE't" g£>1 4
months fRU programming. Access
225• TV Channels. Digital qu.1lity
J>lt:lure/sound. limited timf' olfer 1800·708-461 7.
--TI-83 CALCULATOR ~75 or best

Call 15:9;t.;·CJ..J5...,2..,.5'---~~

HELP WANTED
EROkEE HILLS STEAkHOUSE
ing for ~e"'e~ and hoste~-cs.
be able to work fri . & Sat,
~<·-.•non<" Call Tue>. - Fri. 11 a.m - 3
Mk for Path. 43&-5566
AIR MODELS WANT£0 Oct. 19

watch another week of football.
Stand with me or laugh at my
expense, I am a Racer through and
through, and no amount of losses
will keep me down.
You may think the excitement of
the weekend resides in the beautiful
floats that will grace the streets of
Main, the thrill of seeing who is .
prestigiously crowned Homecoming King and Queen . You may see
the success of the weekend lying in
the amount of drink~ you consume
while attending Tent City. Nevertheless, I expect you to be there in
some way. shape or form to help get
our football team back on track and
headed to the land of glory.
This is a weekend dedicated to
the loyal Murray State Racer Alumni, our brilliant faculty and staff and
most importantly, this weekend is a
huge opportunity for this campus to
come together with the community
and display deeply rooted Racer
pride for all present. Students, this
weekend belongs to you.
The football team will do their
part and find a way to win. The volleyball team will continue with
their magnificent streak. The
administration has done incredible
work in preparing the weekend's
events, and all that's left is for you
to stay here, get up early or stay up
late and prove what it mean\ to
truly be a Racer.
If you are not yet convinced, look
at it like this: If this weekend does
not tum out to be as great a~ I have
built it up to be, you can at kast feel
pleased and overjoyed with these
three thoughts: Your sport.'> columnist half-nude in body paint standing at the back of the end zone and
as always, you can expect another
"It's Pat" coming out next Friday!

20. Haircuts & Color Mod<·
CJII: Oct. 17 at & p.m. CourtyMd by
M.arrlot In Paducah in Conttr<>nn•
Room A under BrO<:ato. For more
Info: 1·800-243-0275
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
S250/day potential. local Pos•t•on~.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 164
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES"7ClUBS,
STUDENT CROUPS - Earn $1,000 $2,000 rhi< se~ter wnh ., proven
G1mpusfundraiser 3 hour fundr;ming
f'vent. Our free programs make
fundralslng easy with no ri)l.l.
lundrai~ing dates .ue filling <Ju•ckly. so
get with the program! It works. Cont •.ttl
C1mpusFundraiser at (888) fJ23· l238,
or vi~lt www.campu!ifundro~iscr.cc~n.

SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA, n.uion.ll
lead<>rship & honor~ organization i)
~E"f'king motivated ~tudenh to bring a
chaptE't to campus. 3 ,0 GI1A rcq.
contac-t: rminerOsalhonors.org
IDEAL GIFTS BY FRIENOLYhas
openings for party plan advisors. Call
about our New Manager Progr.m1.
Decor, Gifts, Toys, Cl'.h, Trtp~.
Rt>cognition.
t-800·488-4675 .
www.friendlyhome.com
NATIONAl PUBLISHING CompJny
looking for Sales Repre~!'nt.llivl\ In
Kt·ntucky. Willing to trJvel Mond.1y·
l"ridJy, Commission Position. Cum·
pany <JVerage pays S7 2 0/wlock. C:all
800-225-&368 Ext. 333 .
DRIVER-kNIGHT TRANSPORTA·
liON. GET MILES! GfT HOMF I GfT
PAID DAilY! Hinng Solos & TeJm~!
Al\ll, Hiring Owner Operators. C,JII
For
Details!
888-346-463'1

Wrapping up another successful
intramural softball season last
week, three of the four winning
teams won titles for the second season in a row, and the other clinched
a dominating season, allowing just
one los~ to blemish its record.
Clark College won the residential college men's division. Richmond College took the women's
division, and Alpha Omicron Pi
captured the Greek sorority division, resuhing in back-to-back softball championships for all three.
Lambda Chi Alpha won the Greek
fraternity division. The Goodfellas
won the lone men's independent
division.
"'The season went exceptionally
smooth," Campus Recreation
Supervisor Alison Epperson said.

are really excited to be back-tobuck league champs."
Following a dramatic victory
over rival Alpha Gamma Delta
during the regular season's final
game. Alpha Omicron Pi rocked an
undefeated season under head
couch Jcryn Lee. Lee, however,
was quick to pass the credit elsewhere.
"Obviously I'rn the coach. but
the girls really coached themselves," he said. "'I1ley've got so
much talent. Every single game,
they treated it like a championc;hip
one. It was an honor to get to coach
them for their second stmight undefeated season."
With the standings tight down
the stretch and one game separat·
ing the first- and sccond-place
teams, Lambda Chi Alpha had to
win its final three games over a
two-day span to seize the title. It

"We had more participation thh
year with 39 teams. and we had lots
of willing and qualified ofticials.
Everybody was where they needed
to be, and we had zero complaints."
Clark returned a nearly identical
lineup from its 2002 squad, and
first-year athletic director Paul
Corder said that resulted in a successful season.
"The team played really well."
Corder said. "We returned pretty
much the exact same lineup from
last year, so our chances were good
at winning the whole thing."
Richmond's second-year assistant couch David Claybrooks
attested the women's success to
clutch performances down the
stretch.
"During the course of the season,
when we were late in the game. the
girls pulled out the big wins that we
had to have." he said. "I know they

tramural Softball
Men
Richmond

3-3

Springer

Alpha Sigma Phi

6-2

Sigma Phi Epsilon

3-S

Alpha Gamma Rho

2-6

Hester

4-2

Sigma Chi

(i-2

White

4·2

Alpha Tau Omega

5-3 Sigma Pi

Clark

5-1

Pi Kappa Alpha

3-5

Hart

0-6

Alpha Omicron i>i

4-0

Sigma Sigmn Sigma

1-3

Elizabeth

2-4

Alpha Gumma Dclw

3-l

Alpha Delta Pi

0-4

Franklin

3-3

Alpha Sigma Alpha

2-2

REAL ESTATE
GREAT LOCATION - Two !)(:droom
.tpartment acros~ streer lrofll M'ilJ
campu~. $345, watN included, C,1ll
75).7397.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT - Ga~
heat, electric, ale, ~tove, refng••rator,
w.1sht>r, dryer. $360/mo. rt-nl. $360
dt~posit, lea§e. No pets. 753-7207.
LIVE OAK APARTMEN~Amad
St. b.tf>Oded. I Bedroom S290, 2
Bedroom $340, 3 Bedroom S42.'i. 6
month lease, $100 dero,n.
AUCTiON BURkESVIllE, ICY l50
Acres In 4 tr<tcts Umurp.l\\etl dt•t•r
and turkt'y hunting. 9 mil••' from Dale
Hollow l.ake. Aug 30, 200.1 . 270·
7J•I-605J. )<X' Bryant, Auct1on<'l'r.
LAKE BARGAIN $24,900 I ree cov•
er.·d boat slip! Gt:ntly sloping lake
v1ew p.ucel w{mCI! mix of low rolhng
ITl('.Jdow> & trees. Abuts n.Jtmnallor est on 35,000 a<.re recreational lake
in HN~. P,wed root!$, watt•r, S('wcr,
more. Excellent financing. C01ll now
1-800-704-3154 ext. 4qo.

lAkEFRONT LOG HOME l, 1.50 Sfl'
ft./3 .2 acre $134,900. Be.llllitul new
3, 'ISO ~q. u. authrntic- laf..t'front log
home on 3.2 ,lCrt'~ w/gorgeous long
range v1ews, l.lke .lCU'S~, IJCrfe< t gt·t·
away, Must see. C;oll now (600) 770931 t btL .U5,
N£W LAKf HOME, l.AKI CliMB I RLANO, KY ~B9,900. Newly b111lt.
cedar sided home, rn!Ver lived in,
full)· furnished w/sc:recncd in pauo,
huge deck, fireplace, jacuzzi tub,
gr<:>ill viP.ws, much morel Call 600770-931 I e~t. 971.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAk - Sigl'l up w1th Stu·
dt•nt Express and gt-t IIU r ruundrrip
airlint• llckct> to over 15 lnternOJtlonal de5tinat1ons • includrng ArubJ,
Dominican RtopubliC', Costa Ricd,
Caribbean hot spots and r•10re. Why
go w1th anyone els<'. I 1m1ted ofrer c-all now Commis~ion rep pos1trons
also available. 1-800-787-3787
www.studentexprr~,.com

BIGGEST SPRING BREAk PARTY!
Cruise with 1 oa~ (If •tudent~ on the
l.ugest and wlldP.<>t ~tudent p.my
cruise! Spend 5 d.l}S in lhl' IJ.tho~m.,,
from S2791 Includes m0$1 mf'diS, frN•
partirs, porr taxes I Eth1cs .tw,JHl·w•n·
ning comp.Jny! www.~prmgbreak
travel.com 1-800·678·6386,
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NASSAU,
jAMAICA! 7 nights from $459 -t tax!
Includes breakfasts, dmne~, 20-50
hours free drinh! Guaranteed lowest
prkcs and be5t pJrty sc:hl'tlule, The
only spring break comp..1ny n·mg-

Vrsl!
BEST spring brP.ak · on U1e web view 100s oi hotel vtdeo~ and reviews

Jt www.springhrc!aktrJvPI.com 1·800·
(178·638(,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED! 8(' a c.Jmpus rep (or the only Spring Break
Company recogmzed for outstanding
ethics! Earn free trips & CA~II!
www springl.treaktravel cum
l-800-678-6386
#l-SPRING BR.~l~
A~
k~V
-Ac-c
CC'C
.A~
TIONS!
CJncun,
(.lm,lic-J,
A<:~pul(o,
Bi!harna~.
M~!olii.H1,
florida,
S.Padrf'. 110% 8(''' Prin•5l llnok
Now & G{·t I rce l',~rlies !'. M••;•l~!
Croup Dl,cmmts. Now Hiring Cam·
pus Rf'ps' t.S00-234·7007 c:ndlcsssummcrtours com
AcT NOWJBOO~k~11~P~E~O-c-PLE, GET
12th trip free. Group rli~nls {Of 6+
www.sprrngbre.akdiscount~.cnm or
800-838-8202
PANAMA CITY BEACH. S.in:ilpiper·
ll~.•con Bearh Rt!$ml. horn $39 1-2
pm or arrive Su./Mun .• J Rl r night.
Reslm:tlnns. l'rK1Is, livPr ride, J.H uui,
tiki bar. H00-11:16·86!11 www.~anJ.
piperbeacon.
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOlF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Ccorgrtuwn, KY.
Coli Digt'st Voted us Besl in State, .r'll
Join us for your ncxl round 01 Outong!
Call 502-570-9849.
SPRING BREAk 2004, TrAvrl with
STS, America's #I Student Tour
Operator to Jam~ila, Cancun, AuBaham.u and florida. Nuw

Looking [or a job, a car, or a vacation de.stinatron?

Find it in the classifieds!

Classified advertising is a gre;Jt way to huy and sell, publicize an upcoming event or to ~cnJ a message to that special somt•one. Di5awer the />Ol.I."<'T of c!assifieds.
$2 for the first 20 words. • I 0¢ for each additional word • Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when rhc ad i:, placed.

Naii·Art by.Trang \
at The Cutting Edge,
in front of Wai-Mart

•1 Oo/o MSU discount
-Manicure
-Pedicure
-Full set
-Airbrush Designs

Call for an appointment • walk-ins welcome 767-0000

1-7

S0R8RIT\f'

Regents

16-0AY CAREER TRAINING·ORI·
VER TRAINEES WANT£0 100AY!
(I ASS-A CO L & Refrr~hc1 rr.lming.
Nationwide Job Pl.1rem(•nt Assb·
lance Compani!'s Hiring TmJ.1y ,,_
Otfrrmg Tuition RE'Imburs<'mt•nt. 180().883.()171 . W\vw.cl<•lt.l:JCachny.com
DRIVERS COL DRIVERS NFEDEDI
Up to 34 cpm to ~lart, benefits,
flatbt>d train1ng, Conv. fleet I yr
verifiable OTR w/clean rPcord.
Call ·
800-828-8338.
US
Truckingllandstar.

•located conveniently

did just that with victories over Pi •;
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Pi and Phi •
Kappa Tau.
"Our goal is always to win (the ~
All-Sports award), and this is obviously a great step in that direction,..
Lambda Chi sports chair Fulton
Hart said. "y.le had a great lineup
of hitters. but our strong defense ·
was really the key to our success. It
was a fun team to watch."
Winning the softball championships, each team recei..·ed 24
points toward its final All-Sports
accumulation, which will be determined at the end of the calendar
year. Intramural golf was completed last week, with Lambda Chi and
Alpha Tau Omega tying for first
place overall. Flag football got
underway Tuesday and will run
through November. Check back
throughout the semester for Intramural scores and updates.

& Hotel Manag!:'ment Major~! tntcrn~h•p~

Availahle In RP.$<1rt Activities,
Front Olllce & food Service! Myrtle
Beach & Hihon liead, SC: Orlando,
FL !om us for a semester or summl'r
gaining hands on experience in
sunny resort locations! $300/month
,lipend1 furni•hed Hou~lng! Shuttled
Tr,msport.ltlon! Cultural [vents &
SociJis! Gain a cultural expenence!
Makr lriends lrom .~round the world!
G.lill AH&LA c~rtifirat•on! Receive
m1ernshh1p credits C<1ll 1-800·864&7&.! m e·m.ltl· mfo@americanhospitality:~cademy.com - www.Ameri-

ONLINE DISPLAY '
ADVERTISING

canf~o$pito~liryAcademy.rnm

WOLFF TANNING BEOS-Aflord.!ble
•convenient. Tlin at tlome, Payments from S251monrh. fRfE ColorCualog. Call Today. 1-800-71 t01511 ~o~.ww.np.etstan.com
SODA/SNACK VENDI""N:-:c=-o""""u-t-~ta-nd·
ing Bustness Opporluruty. Monimum
lnve:.tment S3~00. We<'ldy prof1ts up
to $15001 Call now 1·888·292·4520.
ATIENTION HOMEOWNERS Dis·
pl,1y Hom•·~ Wo~ntl-d for Vinyl Siding
Rf·pl.1cement Windows. No payment
until 2004. Pa)·ments starting ill
S8'!.'month. All credit qualifies. Call
1-800·251 -0843.

$25/Week
In house production
at no charge.

Call 762-4478
for more details/

~-----

MURRAY STATE NE'X'S

CLASSIFIEDS WORK!
Clas~iticJ~

deadline: 3 p.m. Wed.

M\j&a~?State
•
11ews
.~'.!..

---------- ..
AffiNTIONALL

MSU STUDENTS & FACULlY!

8- Boll Tournament
FREE POOU Noon-6 p.m. w/MSU I.D.

Get a $50 One-Hour
Premier Massage for only

@TUESDAY • 8- Ball Tournament
<I WEDNESDAY • Ladies' Night
FREE POOL! for LOOies 6 p.m.- 12 a.m.
@THURSDAY· 9- Ball Tournament

$35 during Sept. and Oct.
CALL 767-0045 to book
your visit at Body Haven.

FREE POOL 10 A.M.- 6 P.M.
with purchase of meal and MSU I.D.

25% Discount with MSU 1.0.

Located on Hwy 121 Past Lowe's • Munay, KY

Highway 94 E • Murray, KY • 759-9303

P.S. • WELCOME BACK!!!
-----------)

1
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The streak continues
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MSU earns 12th straight win, eighth consecutive shutout in front of largest ]
home volleyball crowd in history; Racers welcome second-place teams this weekend
by Chrls J un g
Spons Editor

Murray State Head Volleyball
Coach Dave Schwepker has heard
plenty of four-letter words in his day.
However, a six-letter one currently
takes precedence over them all and is
torbidden in the Racer locker room.
That won:! is .streak.
With Tueway's 30.22. 30-25. 30-21
sweep of Southern Illinois University,
MSU ( 12-4. 6-0 Ohio Valley Conference) notched its eighth consecutive
shutout and extended its <>Chool-record
winning streak to 12 strJight matches.
MSU ha.-. now won 32 of its Jac;t 33
games.
"I don't think about (the streak)
unless I actually sit down and really
Paul Baker/ The News
give it some thought. but our objective
M u rray State sophomore Paige Sun takes on two South- us a team is' to achieve our own indiern Illinois defenders and converts one of her 12 kills in vidual goals," Schwepker said. "Our
t he Racers• J-0 sweep
the Salukis on Thesday.
system is set up to where each person

or

is responsible for their own set of
numbers. We try not to worry about
winning."
Led by junior outside hitter Kimberly Dunnage's match-high 17 kills and
sophomore setter Nikki Wong's 44
assists, MSU remains atop the OVC
stanclings with an undefeated conference record. However. Bunnage said
the players are not feeling any extra
pressure.
"We don't freak out," ~he said.
"Since we're winning. we're confident
and can relax and just play our game.
We know what we have to do in order
to play well."
With the Racer team continuing its
record-breaking performances week to
week, Tuesday's match set another
MSU record as Racer Arena hosted
the largest crowd e-.:er to attend a
home volleybal I match. The old record
of 616 set on Nov. 8, 1994. was beat·
en by 35 as 65 1 fans looked on. The
matchup with SIU was tagged "Break

lJ

Kentucky (5·1 OVC) and Morehead
Swte (5·1 OVC). MSU is responsible
lor both team's losses. defeating each
3-0 on the road earlier this season.
"We llon't want to beat them to
extend the srreak. We want to beat
them because they're in our conference,'' Schwepkcr said. 'They're both
right there and woullllovc to take over
tin.t plm:e."
Dunnage said the previous games
will help, but the players' approach
alter.; from game-to-game. Overall.
she says the important thing is simply
to play their game.
"We'll just have to adjust to their
strength~ and weaknesses and just
play." she said ...We are just going to
play like we can, play like we know
how and just have fun."
The lirst game of weekend conference play is scheduled for 7 p.m. Friday against EKU and noon Saturday
against Morehead. Admission is free
for all fans.

the Record Night," a promotion spon·
sored by the athletic department.
"It was awesome," Bunnage said.
''It pumped us up and kept us excited.
It was nice being able to play so good
in front of so many of our fans."
Schwepker said the crowd played'a
crucial role in the team's preparation.
"We wanted to play well because
we knew there was going to be a big
crowd out there." he said. ''We're very
big on representing the students
because these girls receive scholarships to do what they do."

Racers take on No. 2 teams
With the continuation of the streak
and the home attendance record under
its belt. Murray State will now endure
iLc; toughest home weekend of the season. taking on the teams currently tied
for second in the conference, Eastem

I

j
I

l

...\

Another one bites the dust

Injury-plagued Racers suffer seventh straigh~ defeat
by jake Lowary
Staff Writr.:r

R6th minute as Dani Myrick scored
her second goal of the game.
Murray State has not won a
game since Sept. 5 and are in the
midst of a seven-game losing
streak.
Although determining a cause
fM the Racer team's (3-8-3) struggles may be difficult, but Head
Coach Mike Minielli said he
attributes many of Murray State's
problems to tnjuries.
''The number of injuries has
really thrown us off. We have 10
kills that are basically out for the
year and four more that are uut for
right now." he said.
Minielli said the Racer team is
younger than what he intended it
to be, a factor which hao; not
helped MSU's performance on the

Nagging injuries and n l:tck of
experience from the supporting
cast has the Murray State women's soccer learn reeling. ~ith no
sign of improvement in the near
future.
In Sunday's contest against the
University of Tennessee at Manin.
senior
midli~,·JJer
Lindsey
Gustafson slatted thc Racer scoring
with her first goul of the season in
the 56th minute of piny.
However. the Racer team had
already Jug itself into a 2-0 dclicit
betorc Gustafson's score.
The Skyhawks added another
goal in the 75th minute, und Murray State countered with Cl goal by
junior forn..;,qrd Then;sa Rcegy_...M£_ ;ooU..
fourth of the season.
Some:. players said the injuries
Tennessee-Martin forged ahead are a problem which changed up
and put the gnme out of reach in the the initial plans of rhc 2003 sea-

son.

"It's not that (the injuries) are
hurting us. it's just putting a spin
on us." senior forward and midfielder Emily Schaller said. ''It
brought up the younger crowd
who is a little less experienced,
which makes it harder on them."
Minielli said only two team
members have played in every
game as opposed to the 16 who
plnycd every contest last year.
The: injuries un the team have
depleted the defense. and Minielli
said the Racer team has been
unable to stop many ad vances by
the opposition.
Freshman midfielder Laura
Oppegard said despite the team's
record. it still is working to
improve.
"WC:vc been working QJI
putting our confidence in trusting
each other. That's also been a big
problem. Since we haven't been

winning, we don't trust each
other, and we don't go out on the
field with confidence," Oppegard
said.
The team is I-7-2 on the road
for the season and has played 10·
of- 14 games on the road. Minielli
said the lack of home games has
not helped his squad.
"On the road, you get a liule bit
more rattled and u little bit more
panicked. and that's where some
of the mistakes a re coming frorn,"
he said.
The team has not had a home
game since Sept. 2H, but will host
a two-game stint at' Cutchin field
this weekend.
Last season. the team was an
even 3-3 on the road and J-2·2 at
home. Murray State is 2-1-1 this
sca.~o.n at Cutchin field.
Experience may be a factor in
the team's performance. Ten
freshmen were added this year,

with only 11 upperclassmen on
the 26-member team.
Some team members think the
team just needs to get more shob
on goal.
"If we start hitting balls on the
goal, then we can actually win the
game," Schaller said.
The Racers accumulated only
63 shots on goal in the first 12
games of the season.
"Our offense starts with our
defense, and when the defense is
getting pinned in our own end of
the field and we aren't really able
to hold a lot of possessions, (that)
leads to our lack of not getting
shots," Minielli said.
Murray State logged a seasonhigh 10 shots against the Tennessee-Martin on Sunday but fell
to the~k~wks 4-2. TCJlQ~e
Martin took the upper hand in
shots on goal with 14-10, but the
R!icers did outshoot the Skyhawks

27-17.
Minielli said even though MSU
has been struggling lately. the
Racer team still has high hopes
and morale.
He also said he is surprised by
the chnmcter of his players and
proud of their ability to maintain
confidence.
Ohio Valley Conference schedules alternate every year. and this
season, Murmy State should have
played rive home OVC games and
three on the road.
With the addition of Samford
and Jacksonville State to the conference. MSU's schedule was
changed to three home games and
five awuy games.
The Racers return home this
weekend to Cutchin Field for a
'WQ:pmca~~niua at 4
p.m. Friday against Eastern lllinois and finishing at I p.m. Su n·
day against SEMO.

6p.m.
Murr:w Stall' Uni\'crsity
JJ,,nwcomin)( 20t)J

SCHEDULE
OF EVENTS
,CJi.t'tlqy; (JJct. /7

6:30p.m.

Homecoming GolfTnumamenL Miller Golf C{)ufSe. 2814
8a.m.
Poaertnwn Rood. Cost: S60 a person. Reservation deadline; Ocl 10.
to sunset Call Tina Andolina m the Athletic DejXIrtment at 270-762-3157 for
reserviltions and lnfonnation.
9:30a.m. llom&oming Tenrus Tournament Bennie PurceJI Tennis Courts.
Men's nnd women's doubles. Cost: $25 a p.:Mn. All proceeds beneto
Iii the MSU tennb program. For re~rvations and infonnation. call
3p.m.
270-762·6813.
Women's SOCI:fi. MSU vs. EJU. Cutchin Pi~ld. FQf more information, call Mike Mmielli at 270-762-3136.
·
Dedk~.uwn of Hesource Building at the Hancock Biological Station
ami Annual Hiulogy Alumni Picnic. Sponsored by the depanmenl of
5 p.m.
Biologic:1l S~iences. Cost b $6 a person. For reservations. Cilll 800·
758·8510 or 270·762-5600. Fur info, contacr Tom Timmons at 270762-67.54 ur torn.timmnn~('!lmurruystute.edu.
-~~---

5p.m.

6:30p.m.

21st Anntr.U Homecoming SK Run through Murray Statt's 1.'3.1Tlpils;
Entty (ee is $10, $::!0 day of r.lee. T·~hirtS given on first·C(lmt.. first.
serve ba~is. RegistratiQn fonns available in Campus Recreation
Office, first Ooor, CurTis ~tnter. For 1J19re information. call Alison
Epperson at 270·762-6191 or tax 270.762-6952.

?p.m.

Volleyball. MSU vs. EKU. Racer Arena. Free admis~ion. For infonnation, call
David Schwepker, 270.762-3825.

Ba.m.

6to
IOa.m.

18th Annual College of Education Breakfast. Murray Middle School cafeteria.
Cost: $5 adults. Call Pam Miller at 270-762-3811!, fax 270-762·3889 or
pam.miller @coe.murraystate.edu for more information. Outstanding Service
Award will be presented.

COMING SOON
Basketball Preview
Look for it on Nov. 21!

"CA$H IN A FLA$H''
Lo a 11s 011 A11ythi11g Of Value

We Tote th e Note Auto Sales

CHANGE IS IN THE AI R

VILV1~\GE RlJ.'·;J;.~

. cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TVs • Coins
car Stereos • Musical Equipment· Jewelrv
Stamps • Baseball Cards • Antiques • VCRs
Home Stereos • Microwaves • camcorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous
7 5 3 - 7 .... 3

Qift

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY/ KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a. m. - 7:30 .m.

- ..

-

303 N. 12th St.

(Between Century 21 a nd The Mane Event)

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION

• Cut • Color • Styles • Penns • Foil highlights • Acrylic nails
• Manicures • Pedicures • Waxing • Massage~

~~

Hair Graflks

C7)la

116 S. 5th St. • Downtown Murray • 270-753-9942

-

-

- - zft

ENIPlJRIU!lJ

~

Friday, Oct. 17 • 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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Season ,R ecord:

(54-34)

(48-40)

Last Week: -

Denver @ Minnesota
Tennessee @ Carolina
Baltimore @ Cincinnati
Dallas @ Detroit
Washi
New
Philadel

n@ Buffalo

@

Minnesota
Tennessee
Cincinnati

Denver
Ten essee
Cincinnati

Detroit

Dallas
Buffalo

Buffalo
Seattle

@Miami
N.Y. Giants

Last Week:

Miami
N.Y. Giants

New Orleans @Atlanta
@Cleveland

(56-32)

(53-34)

Last Week:

Last Week:

Denver
Tennessee
Cincinnati
Detroit

Tennessee
Baltimore

Buffalo
Seattle

Buffalo
Seattle

Detroit

Miami
Philadel

Atlanta
Cleveland

Atlanta

New Orleans

New Orleans
Clevelana

San Francisco

,.,...

~

COMING SOON

Right PriCe.

Basketball Preview
Look for it on Nov. 21!

~<romFh?'~~~~

Kroger Garden

.::=.::.

4 DAVS ONLVI

WEDNESDAr THRU SA.TUR.DAT
OCT. 15, 16, 17 (t!J 18
•••D.D

RED GLOBE
GRAPES

Open Mon.-Sat.
715 s. 12th
753- 1181
• RI8M
• STRIP

DISCOVER TBE TRUE
RENT ANIMAL HOUSE.

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.

(.S LB. BAC)

RED
POTATOES
U.s. No.1
(fO 1.11. BAC)

.I

All Varieties

WllhCor<J

$288

~

KROGER ..
MILK

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

lb.

YELLOW
ONIONS

-

• PORTERHOUst

MEANING OF HOMECOMING .

.~

WSDN • family Pak

~~
,

• TOP SIRLOIN
• T·BONf

88¢.

2-.~

BONELESS,
SKINLESS
CHICKEN
BREASTS

each

GREEN
CABBAGE

Ell
Selected Vatletle1

Sele<~d

VQfietles

ORANGE

C 2003 Bloclcbuster Inc.

28¢
fresh

(1/2 gallon)

\

JUICE

Wllh~erd

~

lb.

MINI
PEELED CARROTS
l<ltOGEA
(r LB. BACI

PORK
STEAKS
fomlly Pole.

Ell

HAPPY HOUR J • 6 P.M.

BOSTON
BUTT
PORK
ROAST

TRY OUR DAllY SPECIALTY DRINK!

MOIST A TINDEl~

99

LEAN,
CROISSANT -or·
HOT POCKETS

¢

2$3

rt{{~:ERICA

fwl'"'c.nl

Mttt eft

~

~98~. ~

gs

lb.

CLASSIC
ICEBERG SALAD

77

16 PAcK/ 6.7s oa. t.tls.l

11C1

~:J~fsA~~.NK

(32 0:0:. btl.)

*'"' Cllfd

~~

for

DOLE
BAC)

trl.ll.

¢

98~. .

ij

each

JONAGOLD
APPLES

¢
lb.

CHICKEN WINGS ·or·
SPLIT
CHlCKEN
BREASTS
f'YSON
Fomily Pok
WI ~

<:•f'd

99

=.J

COCA·COLA
12 PACK

$277

SPIII'IJ:l Reg., Oiet

¢ j~;;:,'!:;:,f•••

~E:~~~6

1'!1

en. bu)
Wlti'I CIN'd

\tfllt• C•ro

lb.

NAVEL
ORANGES

ZESTA
SALTINE
CRACKERS

c:l

each

99¢
each ·

NEW CROP RXAS
(51.8. SAC)

9

1!.

5

B

-------=~----~-------~/'-~ RED •Ot• GOLD
.._.- ,J
·~
APPLES

~

""·I

(5 1.8. BAC)

1 ~$288
~

•••.u ...... ~!-~ ·~·

_"" ....

IN SHELL
PEANUTS

;::i.i-f'"~~"~

PREMIUM
!~v~l'?!~flM

"HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!"

l\

unique Mexican FOOd • Dell sandwiches
~ cajun specials • salads · soups • BBQ

II Ileal. rtn.J

""'" <•••

~

V

corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759·8866

26

$eltded Vorwhet 'roun

tl

open Mon. - sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight

$

VEGETABLES
fr~4to 16o•. bo;l
POTATOES

!HIS

!28 ••· bQgl

for

"""" c~<ij'

~

88

¢

,._.;,, ( v.II...Pl!.lCl~ ~"' u •·"w''!!.j,j.;r)l:rn
~ ! •MFA ;tlT.. ......,.ll!ni'V'l.t.~t ..

MURRAY, KY

GAilY'S
(20 ox. bog)

Grodo A
(do>en)

Wrlh•'i!;'~2

each

OUANTTTV RloJHTS RESERVED

~D

EFFECTIVE OCT

each

$3

for

AIIAILABilAT AU KIIOCEII LOCAfiOIIS W• Double ManufactuNr'e

"if FMI¥111

•Mot.n.o.::,~~~~=rr~~Jtbl
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